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The News has won &wards to,
excellence every year it has been

subm.tted In Judeine contests.

(By P. W.)
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This is the time of the year to be off
traveling, if you can manage it, and the Twin
Cities have apparently had their share of
travelers in the past month.
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Mrs. Cecil Wade enjoyed a trip to
Jerusalem and the Holy Land back in January, and six more have just returned from
the same area this week.

And Tuesday I received a card from
Joan and Bill Homra while they were on a
week-long Caribbean cruise, another "fantastic trip we'll never forget."
It's a small world, wherever you go, and
the Homras will vouch for that. Firstly, they
discovered once aboard, that one of the
cruise directors was a former secretary to
John Sherman Cooper. "Then," says Bill, "as
we were coming back on a big 747 jet, this
naval officer sat down beside us and we got
to talking, and he asked us where our home
was."
"Oh, we come from a small town in
Western Kentucky; you probably never
heard of it. The name is Fulton."
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Notebook

Hats Off To Dr. Morrison
Martha Hale of Hickman called my attention to a fine article in the Commercial
Appeal a couple of weeks ago about the great
strides being made in the study of sickle cell
anemia.
Her nephew, Dr. John Morrison of Memphis, is doing a wonderful work in this field
.and I would certainly like for all of you to
know what this brilliant, young doctor is accomplishing in that field.
If anybody has a copy of that paper
please let me have it. I've asked everybody
I know for a copy, but with' no luck. Thanks
in advance!
Distressing Statistic
Elsewhere in this issue we are publishing a release from the Department of AgriContinued on page 2

by
R. P. WESTPHEL1NG

III

Fulton High School's new gymnasium
opened Tuesday night, and for the first time
in several years, I went back to the school to
see what was going on. A capacity crowd of
some 14 hundred packed the new gym to
watch the Bulldogs get trounced by district
leading Carlisle County 114-80. So much for
commentary on the game.
Got to thinking while I was out there
about the old Carr gym, the scene of many
Fulton games, which I attended while a student there. Quite a difference! The new gym
is something less than freedom hall, but still
has to rank as one of the best facilities of its
size in the state. Principal Bobby Snider and
Fulton High School's student body ought to
be proud of the new school complex.
While I was there to take some pictures,
got to talking to Cecil Maddox,Fulton Junior
High coach about the prospects for next
year's basketball team. He pointed to Egbart
Tharp, a Junior presently at the school, as
one of the best B-ball prospects to come
along in quite some time. While not trying
to skip over the other youthful players, who
Continued on page 2
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Fulton's Urban Renewal Program
Is In High Gear, Says Director
He also pointed to the construction of a four lane highway
through the bottoms, connectFulton's 11 month old Urban Renewal Pro- ing U.S. Highway 45 with Fourth
ject is nearly a year ahead of schedule, according Street, near the train depot.
'Construction of the highway
to project director Jim Martin. Martin estimates even
though its going to be done
the program, scheduled for completion by sum- at the request of the local Urban
mer 1976,"might be completely finished by late Renewal Agency, is going to be
paid for from state and other
1974 or early 1975."
federal
funds." commented
Martin.
Funded through a $2,640,000 dollar grant Martin estimates the highway
from the U. S. Government, Martin told The will cost about $750,000.
Funded through 1976, the city
.80%
.
News, "90c;„' of land acquisition, and almost
of Fulton's share is $622,000,
of family relocation is complete, putting us on the or twenty-five percent of the
total cost, The city will furadvanced schedule."
nish $29,000 in cash, with the
Martin says thirteen of 58 housing units, rest coming in in-kind services.
"It is my hope that the entire
scheduled for construction during the life of the project
time-table can be cut
project have already been completed or are under in half, making the program
completed by late 1974 or early
construction.
1975,• explained Martin. 'We
The major goal of the Ur- thing we are concerning our- have
a little problem with
ban Renewal Program in Fulton selves with." Martin pointed money,' Martin said, "because
renovation
and
the
develop- out that Harris Fork creek, the federal government figured
is
ment of the missionary bottoms which presently winds its way the cost for Fulton Urban Rearea of the east-central city. through the bottoms, will have newal in 1967, and with rising
To accomplish this goal, Martin to be re-routed, making devel- annual cost, we must move asays, "housing is not the only opment as uniform as possible. head of schedule if everything
is to be done with the money we
have.'
Fulton's Urban Renewal project encompasses most of the
missionary bottom area (see
map).
Of the land to be acquired,
An 11-day Dedicatory Arts works by members of the Art 5 acres will be sold for comFestival has been announced by Department faculty will be mercial development; 5 acres
the School of Fine Arts at Mur- opened in the new Clara M. Ea- for light manufacturing and busray State University as part of gin Gallery in the center. The iness concerns; 17 acres for
the inaugural year for the un- exhibition will be up through home
ownership properties,
Iverstty's new Price Doyle Fine March 23,
that is land which will be made
At 3 p.m. March 5, John C. available to displaced
Arts Center.
families
•This is the biggest fine arts Winter, an associate professor for construction of home units,
event of the year in West Ken- of music, will present an organ with the rest of the land being
tucky,' Dr. Joe Prince, dean concert in the Farrell Recital used for low-rent housing units,
of the School of Fine Arts, said, Hall, playing the university's built by the City HousingAuthoemphasizing that with the ex- new 35-rank Casavant pipe or- rtty.
cepticm of three events all of gan•
In terms of taxable value to
March 6, at 8 p.m., the 85- the city,
the activities are open to the
Martin told the News,
piece Symphonic Band and the 'the added
public at no charge.
value of the new
The Brass Choir, under the 42-piece Wind SinfOnietta will home owner housing units, will
direction of Dr. Wayne Sheley, present a concert in the Uni- more than offset the value of the
will inaugurate the festival with versity Auditorium.
land lost to the tax rolls in the
an 8 p.m. concert in the recital
(Continued on page 8)
old missionary bottoms.' Marhall of the Fine Arts Annex on
tin added that the city was PreMarch 2.
sently collecting money from
The following evening at
houses assessed St a very low
8 p.m., participants in the Murlevel, but that the more expenray State Opera Workshop will
(Continued on page 8)
present •Don Pasquale" by Doniezetti in the Richard W. Farrell Recital Hall in the new center.
CM March 9, an exhibition of
At an adjourned meeting Monday night City Manager Don
MacLaren tendered his resignation to the Hickman City ComThe First District basketball
mission. MacLaren, who has
been city manager for nearly a tournament Is scheduled for
year, cited as his reasons for March 2, 3, and 4 at Fulton
resigning to be the "anxiety and County High School in Hickman,
pressures of the office,'
In the first game of the tourThe resignation came as a nament, March 2, at '7:30 p.m.,
Tickets will be available for total surprise to Mayor White the Fulton County Pilots will
sale at the door for each per- and the four Commissioners. face Hickman.
formance of "Campus Lights,' Mayor White said; I hate to ac The following night, March
the annual student musical pro- cept the resignation, but I can 3 at 7:30 p.m., Fulton City's
duction at Murray State Univer- certainly understand your rea- Bulldogs will square off against
sity Feb. 24-25-26.
sons for doing so.' MacLaren district leading Carlisle CounRichard W. Farrell, chair- told a News reporter after ty.
meeting that
man of the music department the
he had
The winners of these two
at Murray State and faculty ad- been thinking about resigning games will face each other
visor for the show, said the sale for several months, but his de- Saturday night, March 4, at
will begin at 7 p.m.on each date cision was finalized last week. 7:30 p.m. to determine the First
at the entrance to the university
The resignation is effective District Champion and runnerauditorim.
March 15, but MacLaren said up.
Admission prices are $2 per that he would assist in any way
These two teams will travel
person. Curtain time for each possible during the interim per- to Murray State University the
performance is 8:15 p.m.
iod until a new city manager can following week for the First
Written, directed and per- be found.
Regional basketball tournament
formed by a company of 130
Commissioner Cecil Pierce, for a chance to represent the
students, the production this who has taken active participa- First Region at the state basyear is the 35th since the tra- tion in the routine administra- ketball tournament in Louisdition was inaugurated in 1938, tion of city business, told the ville.
an anniversary that also coin- Commission: aWe'll Just have
Tickets for the First Discides with the 50th anniversary to all work together until we trict tourney are 50 cents for
of the founding of Murray State.
and $1 for adults.
students
(Continued on page 8)

by R. Paul Westpheling, III

The latest included Rev. and Mrs. Kitterman, Mavis Parker, Ruth Puckett, Blondell Holland and Ann Polsgrove, whose journey led them to the Holy Land via Paris and
Rome for six days, and then home via
Athens, Zurich and Amsterdam

"Why the heck I haven't," the officer
smiled."My home is over in Hickman."
The officer just happened to be going on
leave to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pies
Fields in Hickman.
Continued on page 2
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Fulton's Urban R41410V/Ib4 Program is reportedly a year ahead of its scheduled completion data
in 1976, according to project director Jim Martin. Martin says that 90r7i, of land acquisition
has been completed and almost 80% of relocation of displaced families accomplished. Martin
says he hopes the entire program can be completed by late 1974. Funded by a 1,2,640.000 federal grant, the local project began last March.

Additional photos On page eight

Convicted Slayer
Is Found Hanged

One Dead,Two
Hurl In Friday
Auto Accident

A 23 year old Hickman resSeventeen
year
old car] ciark said the I7-year-old
Stanley Williams was found deac youth apparently went behind the ident, Roger Dale Goodman,son
Tuesday morning In the Fultor cells to the bathing area, stood Wier. and Mrs, W.T. Goodman
County Jail. He was the victim up on the tub and committed cut- of Hickman, died in the Baptist
of an apparent suicide. Wil- Ode. A suicide note was found Hospital in Memphis Sunday,
hams, at the time of his death, among William's personal ef- after being injured in a one
car accident in Lake County
was awaiting transfer from the fects.
county jail to LaGrange Bator- Coroner Chancy, who was Tennessee, Friday night, Febmatory near Louisville, after called to the scene about 1:40 ruary 18.
Also injured in the single car
being convicted of a charge of a.m., would not reveal the conmurder,
tents of the note, but would mishap were James Amberg,
County jailer Ed Clark says only say the death was 'most Jr., 22, son of Mr. and Mrs.
he found Williams in the bathing definitely' suicide. Chaney said James H. Amberg and Thomas
area of the jail,
an autopsy would not be per- McCollum, son of Mrs. Red
Williams was sentenced to 18 formed, but that an inquest had Brunswick and Leonard Mcyears in jail January 26 by Ful- been performed revealing the Collum, both of Hickman.
Both are hospitalized in the
ton County Circuit Judge Wood cause of death as suicide. No
°Ilion County General Hospital
Tipton, after a Jury had recom- foul play is suspected.
mended the sentence. Williams Jailer Clark described Wil- in Union City. Both are listed
was found guilty of shooting 28 Hams as a model prisoner, in satisfactory condition.
Amberg is suffering from
year old Gaylcif Eugene An(Continued on page s)
bruises and lacerations, and
drews, Jr., of Hickman to death
McCollum has cuts and a disin front of a home on Davis
located hip.
Street
in West Hickman in
Sgt. Gordon Burrus, who inMarch of 1971.
vestigated the accident, said
Williams had been in jail
that a 1965 Ford, driven by
since October 28,1971.
The annual 'Pancake Day' Amberg, went out of control
County Jailer Clark related to
the News what happened Tues- of the South Fulton Kiwanis Club left the road and struck a light
will be this Saturday, February pole.
day morning.
'About 1: 30 a.m., a prisoner 26. The public Is Invited to
Goodman, a graduate of Fuland eat pancakes served
come
Bobby Chapman, knocked on my
ton County High School was emdoor (Clark sleeps in the same by the Club; proceeds from the ployed
by Southern Towing
building which houses the jail) affair will be used for local Company and lived at 602 Ashwoke me up and told me that charitable activities.
land, Hickman.
The Pancake Day will be held
Carl Williams hanged himself.
Survivors include his parChapman and I went upstairs, at the South Fulton school cafe- ents, Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Goodcut Williams down and then ter1a. Serving will begin at man a son, Roger Dale Good'
called the Hickman cororner, 5.00 a.m, and continue until man,
Jr.; a brother, Billy GoodDon Channey. Williams was 2:00 p.m.
Hickman; two sisters,
man
Tickets are $1 each for "all
hanging there by his own belt,'
Mrs
'
. Betty Matheny, Memphis
you can eat'.
said Clark.
(Continued on page 8)

Kiwanis' "Pancake
Day" Is Saturday

Murray State Announces
An 11-Day Arts Festival

Hickman City
ManagerIs
Resigning
Tournament
Opens March 2
"Lights" Are
Now On At
Murray Stale

The Bulldogs didn't win but there's

Always Next Year
A capacity crowd jammed into Fulton High School's new gymnasium Tuesday night for its' inaugural game and the Bulldog's last gain* of the season. Although the Fulton team lost 114-80
to district favorite Carlisle County, the loss wasn't as bad as it looks. "There's always next
year," said one youthful spectator," and besides we have • now gym too."

Egbart Tharp, e Junior beeper at Fulton High Scheel, accounted for two of Fulton's
points
with this jump shot Tuesday night, A capacity crowd watched the Bufldegs inaugurate their
new gym with a loss to district leading Carlisle County. lq all Tharp. took honors for Fulton
with 26 points. Gary Duncan took game scoring honors wit:11118 points In the winning effort.

KY. WINDAGE_
Continued from Page one
While I am no TV fan at all during the
daytime, I do like to sprawl out and watch a
good evening movie when I get a little weekend leisure. But finding a good movie is often
a pretty hard job.
A couple of weeks ago I was doing a little restless dial-twirling and antenna-moving
around the horizen and came across Channel
11, a Tennessee Educational TV located
down at Lexington, Tennessee. About eight
o'clock a marvelous movie came on, and I
sat glued to the chair for two hours. Last
week was another. It seems that these are
specially-selected films, noted for excellence
for one reason or other. I recommend trying
this channel if you can get it.

Do You Remember This?

From Our Picture Album

He didn't do any wild predicting, like
some coaches might after having such a losing season, but would say that some teams,
who have been taking Fulton High School
athletics for granted for so long would be
surprised next year. While its always the
pleasant thing to do, wait until next year,
want to wish the Bulldogs a lot of luck in the
first district tournament, which begins next
week at Fulton County High School.
You might know it. The opening game
for Fulton is against Carlisle County, the
same team that clobbered the Bulldogs Tuesday night. Incidentally, in the other opening
contest, the Fulton County Pilots square off
against Hickman County, the winner facing
the winner of the Fulton game in the district
finals, with both teams going to the regiodal
tournament.

The film presentation is preceded by a
commentary of experts and followed by another bit of commentary, all of which nicely
wrap up the whole program. And) what do
you know, no commercials.
Around these parts, I'm afraid that I
don't find much favorable comment on Gov.
Ford's proposal to repeal the sales tax on
food. The situation is understandably
"sticky" in a border community such as we
are, but the underlying thought in many
minds seems to be that in trading a 2c-pergallon additional gasoline tax plus higher
coal prices for the food tax means that we all
will come out about even, if not worse off.
My observation is that most people would
rather leave the food tax alone and forget
about the alternates. That way, at least, we
know where we are.
The grocers themselves admit that the
proposal is a potential headache, since about
half of the items carried in today's supermarket are not classed as food anyhow, and
thus would not be tax-exempt.
THE INEVITABLE Policewoman:"Why
didn't you hang onto your mother's skirt?"
Lost childr "I couldn't reach it."
One of the heaviest loads to carry is a
pack of grudges.
NOTEBOOK—
continued from page one
culture that says 1719 families in Fulton
County are now receiving food stamps.'
Based on the national average of four
per family, this means that 6876 persons out
— of the county's nearly 10,000 population
have incomes at/or below the poverty level,
or roughly 69% of the population.
Fulton County has shown a steady decrease in population for nearly 40 years, maybe more. What does it mean? It means simply that unless we get ourselves a giant infusion of industry, or massive programs to
keep our young people at home and employed, we're going to find Fulton County nonexistent before the turn of the next century.
Talk About Goofs
Friction in the diction happens in the
best of the communications media.
Take Sunday night for instance. Charles
Collingwood, anchor man for the CBS News
Report of President Nixon's arrival in Peking
made it loud and clear that Nixon was the
first president to set foot on China soil. But
Collingwood, all wrapped up in the historic
event said: "And President Truman has just
reviewed the honor guard."
It brought a howl from the news-oriented members of my family watching the program.
But nothing like the yelps that filled the
room, when just 30 minutes later Sam Burrage, WPSD's newsman was reporting new
outbreaks of violence in Londonderry, Ireland.
Said Burrage:"This is the first outbreak
since bloody mary, pardon, I mean bloody
Sunday,three weeks ago."
Now, who's out in left field, Bubba Bobbitt?
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Pet! and Johanna Wielpholing, Editors and Publishers.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Beat All Around" Weekly loarbra
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'A' COLUMN—
Continued from page One
will have their day in a few years, Maddox
says next years team ought to turn things
around for the Bulldogs, and put them on the
winning side of the reco.. d book.

And speaking of sports, one of my most
dreaded sports these days, and for that fact,
any other on the calendar, is Ice Hockey.
But that's not what I'm after today.

A Fulton Chamber of Commerce dinner meeting, ???????? years ago.
FULTON'S

ILEDErsmry Coraneir
BY LUCY DANIEL
ANYBODY'S BIKE BOOK, by
Tom Cuthertson. This is abook
about fixing bicycles. It iswritten in such away that anyone can
use it tofix any bicycle. Many of
you (especially the ladies) have
been given the idea that if something is mechanical, you can't do
it. That is outrageous. Bicycles
are not monstrous machines
which only wizards can understand. They are all simple enough that with a little knowhow and patience, anyone can
work on them. YOU CAN DO IT.
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
FURNITURE REPAIR ANDREFINISHING, by Ralph P. Kinney.
This book covers restoration of
all kinds of furniture—from the
most priceless antique to the
stock unpainted furniture. It
also tells how to replace cane,
rush, splint, or webbing seats
fotmd on many antique chairs
and how to make upholstery repairs such as recovering, replacement or redistribution of
padding, and many, many other
things.
NATURAL FOOD COOKERY,
by Eleanor Levitt. How long has

it been since you experienced
the mouth-watering delight of
eating foods that taste real?
In this age of super-processed
foods, when so much freshness
is sacrificed for shopping convenience and product shelf life,
you can still enjoy pure foods,
rich in nutritional values, and
brimming with natural flavor
This book shows you how.

mistake—she shouldnever have
come home for her wedding.
She had forsaken her hometown
of Dorsham, England, law ago
because it was too quiet, too
provincial, not at all the kind
of place for the likes of Stacy.
In sophisticated Paris she met
sophisticated Jules Charbonnier, the man she planned to
marry. So why hadn't she Just
married him in Paris instead
of insisting upon an English
wedding?
HISTORY OF PIONEER KENTUCKY, by Cotterill, R. S. The
History of Pioneer Kentucky is
submitted to the reader with
many misgivings on the part of
As the work has
its author.
progressed he had cohte to realize more and more clearly the
greatness of the undertaking and
his own deficiencies as a historian. Seven years ago, when
this little book was begun, he
had, if the truth be told, but
scant suspicion if either. Perhaps the only good thing that
can be said of it is, that he
author has searched diligently
for the truth and told it without prejudice when he found it.

by
BOONESBOROUGH,
George W. Ranck. Boonesbrough, like a mist of the morning, has vanished, and the place
which knew it once will know
it no more forever. Not acabin
of the thirty that formed the
parallelogram of the fort; not a
picket of the bullet-battered
lines that encompassed the station, and not a pale of the stockades between the cabins left.
Every Kentuckian has tiorna
conception of vanished RockiesMY LAND IS DYING, by Jarry
borough, and imagines that he
Caudill. This author writes
carries an image of it in his M.
memory. This book will help of his native Appalachian hills.
him to keep those memories. He describes the fate of country
people left homeless by strip
and corporate feudHOME FOR THE WEDDING, miners
Mr. Caudill warns also
alism.
by Elizabeth Cadell. Spirted and
beautiful, Stacey Marsh made a of the coming devastation of the

TWENTY YEARS AGO
FEBRUARY 22, 1952
NUR-AL-DIN, Oriental mystic, is the scheduled feature for the annual Ladies Night to be
given by the Fulton Rotary Club on Tuesday evefling, February 26th, at the Strata Club. This
turbaned prince amazes everyone with his powers of reading answers to questions in the shifting
sands of his native desert, according to announcement by Paul Westpheling, club president and
program chairman. Club members will be told all
about themselves as the famous seer penetrates
the human mind.

rest of the continent—the creation of an 'American Carthage,
plowed and salted" --as millions of acres in the Mid-and
Far West (especially Ohio, New
Mexico,
Arizona, Colorado,
Montana and Wyominafall before the blades of giant earthdestroying machines.

Waterfield
Announces A
Big '71 Gain
The board of directors of Investors Heritage Life Insurance
Company has declared a cash
of 5 cents a share,
dividend
payable April 28 to stockholders of record April 7. Similar
dividends were paid in 1971 and
1970
Harry Lee Waterfield, president reported that audited record's of 1971 show assets of
$16.2 million, up from $13.8 million in 1970; insurance in force,
$399.4 million, up from $325.5
million; total income of $10.2
million, up from $8.7 million.
Earned surplus of $1,011,651
was up $1,059 from 1970. But
net gain of $150,363 was down
from the 1970 net of $282,137.
The reduction, Waterfield explained, was due to first year
acquisition costs of the abnormally high volume of$73.9 million
of new insurance added in 1971,

vated in Fulton effective February 1st, 1952 by
Commander of the Norfolk Naval District according to word received here this week by Lt.Commander Randall Burcham, who has also been
appointed commanding officer of the unit.
Initial strength of the unit, beside Burcham
includes Lt. Commander Jack Carter, Fulton, executive officer, and Lt. (jg.) Eugene Waggoner,
Cayce, educational officer, Doris Campbell, Charles Cannon, Jerry Cursey, Otis Harrison, Billy
Joe King, R. B. Spencer, Mayfield, Vaughan
Stephens, James Warren, Jerry Jones, Charles
Fields, Charles Pollock and Charles Thomas,
Union City.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
FEBRUARY 25.1927
The W. P. Felts Hardware Company here
has been reorganized and is now under the direction of Will McDade and Joe B. McWherter. They
will handle International Harvest& implements.

About this time of the year the city dogis starting his rounds looking , for the
catcher
Miss Pat Merryman, daughter of Mr. and
whose owner his failed to dig up the
mutt"
"poor
Mrs. Walter D. Merryman, 200 West Street, Fullicense.
his
of
price
Dean's
ton, Kentucky is on the Christian College
List for the first semester, 1951-1952. To qualify
S. S. Motley has arrived in Fulton from Gidfor this honor a student must have a grade aver- eon, Mo., to take up duties as secretary of the
age of "S" (superior scholarship) or above. Miss Chamber of Commerce.
Merryman is a junior at Christian College.
Invitations have been sent out by Fulton
Among the Fultonians attending the annual
School to more than fifty high schools in
High
showing of "Campus Lights", at Murray State Western Kentucky and Tennessee and Southern
College Friday were: Miss Sue Jewell, Miss Bar- Illinois to participate in a spring track meet to be
bara Roberts, Miss Marjorie Puckett, Miss Vir- held at the Fairgrounds, May 5, 6, and 7. In addiginia Brady, Mr. and Mrs. Felix Gossum, Mr. and tion to field events there will be contests at the
Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John Joe.
auditorium for boy's and girl's declamation,
Campbell and Mrs. H. B. Houston.
piano, voice, typing, violin, and dramatics.
The News congratulates Mr. and Mrs. WilJohn Welch, prominent • and well-known
liam Jasper Vowell, Fulton, on the birth of an farmer of the Dukedom area, suffered a broken
eight pound 11 ounce daughter born at 6 p. m.
leg last Wednesday when his horse fell on him.
February 14, at the Fulton Hospital.
Welch had ridden his horse to Fulton and taken
train to Mayfield on business, and the accithe
Nolan Shephard, a senior at Murray State
dent happened as he was on his way home again
College from Water Valley, Kentucky and Helen
Fulton.
from
Shelton a senior from Shelbyville, but formerly
in
for
inclusion
accepted
been
have
from Fulton,
The Fulton County equalization board is now
this year's "Who's Who In American Colleges
of Gus Bard, Fulton, Charles G. Mccomposed
and Universities." They were among fifteen stunear Jordan, Ernest Treas, Cayce and
of
Murray
dents from the college accepted.
Joe Roper of Hickman. Tax Commissioner CharBondurant has been sitting with the board in
Volunteer composite unit 5-45 of the Volun- les meetings this week.
their
has
actibeen
teer Reserve, United States Navy,

Sunday night, as many Sunday nights
spent watching the boob tube at the
was
go,
house, and the second part of the CBS Sunday night movie, "Ben Hur". I guess one of
the most exciting parts of that flick is the
chariot race toward the end of the movie.
That 11 mnute segment cost the move producers one million dollars to make, according to one TV critic. It was worth it, because
of the action.
Maybe its the civilized world we are
brought up in that makes me look on that
race with a certain amount of shagrin, or
maybe its because I've seen the darn thing
umpteen times, but the way the chariot race
was conducted made me shudder because of
its lack of any kind of rules.
First of all, the two leading racers, zipped around the oval, nearly knocking everything and everybody they could into oblivion. On one chariot, the wheels were not
legal either by today's standards. On the hub
of this chariot was a protrusion, somewhat
like a can-opener, which, when driven closely to the other chariots and their wheels,
would compltely tear up the spokes, causing
111 o
the resnectiVe chariot4it:fall dtittettl;2
boom.
Well, one of them did collapse, right
in the path of Ben Hur's chariot, causing him
to run right over it. That's the movies for
you. At the same time the chariot went into
the air, so did Charlton Heston, who played
Ben Hur. It was enough of a jolt to send a
man to Mars, but Heston landed back in the
chariot and went on to win the race.
Has anyone ever though of writing a
book of rules for chariot racers, or even provide them with a code of ethics?
While it may have been fun to watch,
I'm sure the whole thing drove some sports
officials right up the wall.
Late Tuesday morning, while driving
over to Hickman for a day's work at the
Courier,I noticed some junk scattered on the
side of the road, about three miles from Fulton. Upon closer inspection, noticed it was,
what looked like, several cases of empty beer
cans, strewn along the side of the road for
several hundred yards.
It remains a mystery to me, why anyone, in their right mind would litter the
highways like that. Wouldn't it have been
just as easy to throw the stuff out at the city
dump?
Nevertheless, those who tossed the stuff
there, have left their trademark. It says
something about a person's character when
that person stoops so low as to mess up the
beautiful countryide, just because they're
too lazy to find a proper recepticle for the
garbage.
Dumping garbage on the side of the road
is kind of like some ground hog, walking into
your home and throwing all of his refuse on
your nice clean rug.
After all, the countryaide is where thc
ground hog lives, its his fome, so why mew
it up? But, I must say, it rlust have been one
heck of a' party to have produced that many
empties.
Writing a close to a column can sometimes be like trying to cut butter with a two
by four. Most of the time it just can't be done
gracefully.
Bu I'll leave you with a few parting
words of wisdom. "If at first you don't succeed, try again, and then, if you don't succeed, give up."
Don't know who said that, but it sounds
like pretty good advice.
RPW
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Spaghetti Supper
Coming March 6

Benefit Bridge, Sponsored By
Jaycettes, Will Be March 14
The Jaycettes annual Benefit
Bridge will be held Tuesday,
March 14, at the Fulton Woman's
Club. The doors will open at
7:00 p.m. and play will begin
at 7:30 p.m.
Again proceeds from this
year's benefit wtl: go to the
Fulton Jaycees' Honey Sunday
mental retardation fund to be
held later in March. Last year
the Jaycees and Jaycettes sent
one child from this area to the
J.U. Kevil Center for the Retarded in Mayfield, Kentucky,
and it is hoped that they can
send one more this year.
Since Honey Sunday and the

A spaghetti supper, specgored by members of St. Edward's Catholic church in Fulton, will be given Monday night
March 6 in the. parish hall of
the church basement on Eddlogs Street.
Serving will be between the
hours of 5:30 p.m.and 8:00 p.m.,
and the public is cordially invited to attend.
Adult tickets are $1.25 and
student tickets 75C. The meal
will include a generous plateful of home-made spaghetti prepared with imported Italian ingredients,
drink and homemade dessert.

the only
Bridge Benefit are
retardation projects
mental
presently in existence in this
area, the need for united community action is great. Bridge
and canasta players from this
area are urged to give their
support to this worthy cause.
The price of admission is only
$1.25 and prizes will be given.
Those people wishing to play
bridge or canasta are urged to
make reservations promptly.
Reservations may be made by
calling Mrs. Don Irvine, 4793092 or Mrs. Paul McClay 4721165.

Six Juniors
Are Tied For
,FHS Honors

Letter From Washington
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By
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
If you had been at the Ken- John to make a final statement.
tucky Press Association in Lex- No matter that he felt he was
ington two weeks ago, you would as right in his decision in 1972
have heard my husband make as he was in 1966, we both felt
perhaps the most important de- he was as right in his decision
cision of his life. On that day, it was going to be an emotional
he officially announced that he occasion for us and I had said
would not be a candidate for over and over,'Let's not cry,'
the Senate in the race in Nov_ which he didn't and I did.
Twenty years of work and inember. Although he had already
stated in 1966, election night, timate association with the afthat he did not intend to run for fairs of Kentucky and the prothe Senate again, people never blems of its people, of course,
really believe that politicians will never end. But, neither
Cooper be the ranking
do not change their minds, par_ will
ticularly after the poll that was member of the Public Works
Committee,
which enabled him
taken after the Democratic victory in November, which gave to do so much for Kentucky. I
Cooper an incredible 86% ofthe felt the same way, although a
native Californian, a convert is
vote.
more passionate than
We both appreciated the invit- often
ation from the Kentucky Press someone who has lived in the
Association and their kindness same place all her life. I have
and hospitality as it was under been so used to doing small perthe best possible auspices for sonal odds and ends for people
I didn't know and became concerned about, that I will miss
the letters, ,The Hindu New
Testament states flatly,'Work
is its own reward,•which, after
17 years, I have at last understood.
Maybe in four years, my husband's boyhood hope will come
true. Another saying--"Take
care of what you want when you
are young as it will happen to
You when you are old.'
My husband has been receiving letters asking about my political dog, Lhasa, pompously
named for the capital of his
country, Tibet, whom I brought
to Lexington as he always makes
my husband laugh.
Recently, in the 7th 'Place
American Kennel Club's Annual
Listing is the appealing and arrogant little Shih Tzu. Dating
back to the 7th century, these
dogs were raised in the BudDRETHA CAROL OWEN
dhist monasteries of Tibet and
were products of one of the most
curious animal breeding programs--the lion-dog cult which
came with the spread of Buddhism to China and Tibet as the
lion is the Buddhist symbol.
When this new religion spread
from India, the Tibetans and
Chinese tried to breed a dog
WATER VALLEY, Ky.,
,—The Rev. and Mrs. Wayne to make him look like a small
Owen of Water Valley announce lion. This breeding produced
of little dogs with
the engagement of their young- a group
courage and dignity and oddly
est daughter, Dretlia Carol. to
enough,leonine characteristics.
Billy M. Roberts, son of Mr. and Shih Tzu means 'little lion'-Mrs. James T. Roberts of Clin- although at the Kentucky Press
ton.
meeting, Lhasa acted more like
Miss Owen is a 1970 graduate a publicity hound. John thinks
that
Lhasa thinks that he is a
of Hickman County High School.
She is attending Murray State bigger vote getter than he is.
After the meeting was over,
University where she will reI went back to Mr. and Mrs.
ceive an associate of arts deC. V. Whitney's house, as they
gree in secretarial science in had kindly put me up for the
May.
night while my husband spoke
Mr. Roberts is a 1970 gradu- at the University of Louisville.
ate of Hickman County High Mr. Whitney had been asked by
School. He. is also attending President Nixon lobe a member
reMurray State .University where of the American delegation
presenting him at the funeral of
he is majoring in chemistry.
King Frederik of Denmark and
A May wedding is being plan- was selecting what medals to
ned.
wear with his white tie and tailsthe official dress for men at
royal funerals. I was dazzled
to hold in my hand for the first
time, the Distinguished Service
Medal of the United States,
second only to the Medal of
Honor; also the Legion of Merit
Legionnaire. The most unique
medal of all was the highest
Mr. and Mrs. Billy E. Phelps order of China, the Medal of
Blue Jade, presented to Mr.
the
of Union City, Tenn., formerly
Whitney by the Chinese governof Paducah announce the apment on the occasion of the
proaching marriage of their
first flight of Pan American
daughter, Linda Diane, to Den- to Peking in 1936. He was told
nit Wayne Riley, son of Mr. that President Theodore Rooseand Mrs. Lawrence Riley of veil was the only other foreignPaducah.
er to receive it.
Off to Louisville for the LinThe bride-elect is a 1970
graduate of Paducah Tilghman coin Birthday Banquet. Hope
High School. She attended Pa- we will see you there.

Owen-Roberts
Vows To Be
Said In May

Linda Phelps
Will Marry
Dennis Riley

ductal Community College and
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
Mr. Riley is a 1969 graduate
of Lone Oak High School and
attended Paducah Community
College. He is employed by
M. Nemer,
The wedding will be solemnized at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb.
29, at Trinity Baptist Church
in Paducah. The Rev. Charles
Davis will perform the double.
ring ceremony.
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives of the bride and groom
are invited to the wedding.

Mr. and Mrs.Stephen Perry Gip*

r, Eighteen
members of the
South Fulton Junior Class have
been named Junior Honor Students for 1972, and the names
were released by Prinicpal Virgil Yates.
Six Juniors have All A's with
4.0 standings for three years in
high school. They are: Dan
Cunningham, BillGray Marilyn
Lawson, Cathy McKinney, Carol
Nabors and Phillip Wiley.
The re,ni: Lk.' a the honor
students are as follows: Hannah Wheeler, 3.916; Robert Burrow, 3.909, Donal Crews, 3.828, James Mathias, 3.769,
Tommy Wright, 3.666, Deborah
Dedmon, 3.500, Gary Johns, 3.272; Joyce King, 3.214, Greg
Bondurant,
3.181;
Deborah
Gregory, 3.160; Mike Brown,
3.090, Susan Hale, 3.000.

Candida Suiter, Stephen Gipe
Wed In Candlelight 'Ceremony

UK PANHELLENIC WORKSHOP SPEAKERS — Among participants In the University of KenPanhellenic workshop for new sorority chapter officers were Mrs. B. B. Grimes (stand-

tucky

ing in front), Delta Delta Delta, associate director of collegiate programs at Southern Methodist University; back row (from left,) Marty Scott, field secretary for Gamma Phi Beta,
Ohio Wesleyan University; Mrs. Lao Sheppeard, Alpha Delta Pi province president, Knoxville,
Tennessee; Judy Stone, Zeta Tau Alpha field secretary, University of Alabama, and Amy
Bondurant, a UK junior from Hickman, president of Panhellenic and a member of Delta Delta
Delta.

Easter Seal Drive Opens

Landscaping Classes Are
Starting Here For Adults
An adult education course in tic

design,

driveway,

The 1972 Easter Seal Cam- Ashland. In 1971, its 48th year
paign will begin February 28 of service, the society helped
and continue through Easter more than 5,000 physically hanSunday, April 2, it was an- dicapped Kentuckians.
nounced today by Tommy Bell.
ADAMS OFFICER
Lexington, state Easter Seal
Janet Adiaans, senior at FillCampaign Chairman.
More than 550,000 letters County High School and daucontaining Easter Seals will be gMer of Mr. ,and Mrs. W. G
mailed to residents i n every Adams, Route 4, Hickman, has
county
in the state. In ad- been named vice preoidett of
dition to the mail appeal, vol- the Purchase Area Junior 4-H
unteer workers will participate Council.
in other fund-raising, events.
IT'S A BOYI
The Kentucky,. Ester Seal
Society
0i/Tig and operates Congratulations to Mt. and
Mrs. David Frields, Martin, on
treatment centers in Louisville,
the birth of a baby boy born at
Lexington, Paducah, Carroll9:04 p. m. Tuesday, .February
ton, Owensboro, Morehead, and
22.

walk,

landscaping is being offered in patio, and fence construction,
In a beautiful candlelight ceremony Satur- Fulton
beginning Thursday, plant care to include pruning
day afternoon, February 12, at the Pilot Oak February 24, 7.00 p.m., at the plant care to include pruning,
Baptist Church, Miss Candida Sue Suiter, daugh- Community Center building, ac- fertilization, protection and
to Dick Armstrong, Ad- watering, and plant selection.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Glen Suiter of South cording
ivsory Council Chairman for the Specific topics will be selected
Fulton, became the bride of Stephen Perry Gipe, course.
at the first meeting of the group
son of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett C. Gipe, Jr. of Fort 'The Basic Art of Landscape by members of the class.
Field visits, individual landDesign and Practice' will be
Thomas, Kentucky
taught as an extension course scape drawing and guest speakof the
Fulton "tounty High ers from universities, nurserAn altar banked with palm greenery flanked ,Sihool Vocational Agruculture ies, greenhouses and gar,den
with standards Of lighted tapers and baskets of Department. Individual land- centers will be featured nn, a
basis, says Sverett.
white carnations provided the background scape drawings and community scheduled
A banquet at Murray and tour
development will be emphasizagainst which the.Rev. Bill Boyd performed the ed.
of Murray State's Horticulture
Director for the course will program is planned for the
double ring ceremony.

Preceding the ceremony se- sage of white roses.
Mrs. Fred Holder, maternal
lections of traditional wedding
music which included "Years of grandmother of the bride,chose
Golden Promise•and'Because' for the occasion a knit coat and
were played by Miss Carmen dress of grey and white with
Gardner, organist. Miss Pat- grey accessories. She wore a
ricia Wetherington of Atlanta, corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Oakley Sutter, paterGeorgia, soloist, sang 'Wither
Thou Guest" and 'The Wedding nal grandmother of the bride,
Song' accompanying herself on wore a knit dress of powder
blue withnavy accessories. Her
the guitar.
Given in marriage by her corsage was of white carnations.
father, the bride wore a forFollowing the ceremony, a
mal length Victorian style gown
of ivory satin featuring a fit- reception was held at the
ted bodice with a jeweled neck- church. The bride's table,
line encircled with an ivory covered with yellow taffeta
lace ruffle. Ivory lace ruffles overlaid with white lace, was
adorned the side buttoned clo- centered with an arrangement
sure of the bodice and skirt. of white stock and yellow porn
The gathered skirt flowed into poms. The three tiered weda chapel train which was also ding cake, decorated with yelbordered in lace. The slightly low butter cream roses and
puffed long sleeves were deep white sugar bells was separcuffed and bordered with lace ated by inverted champagne
ruffles at the side and encircl- glasses. Underneath each glass
ing the wrist. Her finger-tip were yellow porn poms and white
veil of ivory illusion was at- puffs of tulle. A miniature bride
tached to an ivory satin Juliet and groom adorned the top of the
cap overlaid
with lace and cake which was baked and depearl applique. The gown and corated by the bride's maternal
millinery were handmade by the aunt. Miss June Vetter and Miss
bride's maternal grandmother. Nancy Bagwell assisted with the
She carried a nosegay of white serving of the cake and punch,
After a wedding trip to Miami,
pom poms and roses with white
rlorida, the couple will reside
streamers.
The bride's attendants were in Atlanta, Georgia.
Out of town guests included:
Miss Rhonda Holt of Dresden,
Tennessee and Miss Cathy Str- Mr. and Mrs. Steve Munro,
oube of Nashville, Tennessee. Atlanta, Georgia; Mrs. D.B.
Both wore gowns of red velve- brown and son Charles, Miss
teen featuring empire waists Lee Davis and Miss Lynn Davis,
and short puffed sleeves. They all of Owensboro, Kentucky;
wore white fur headbands with Mr. and Mrs. Homer Yarshoulder length veils of white brough, Mayfield, Kentucky;
illusion. Both carried white fur Mr. and Mrs. Mike McChristion
muffs with floral arrangements of Columbus, Kentucky; Mrs.
of white roses with red tulle Gordon Norman, Wingo, Kenand red streamers attached to tucky and Mrs. J.W. Sloan,
Paris, Tennessee.
each muff.
Serving his brother as best
REHEARSAL
man was David Gipe of CincinMr. and Mrs. Emmett C.
nati, Ohio. Groomsmen were
Tom Hales of Cincinnati, Ohio Gipe of Fort Thomas, Kentucky
and Steve Scharstein of Atlan- entertained members of the
wedding party with a rehearsal
ta, Georgia.
Lighting the candles was dinner Friday evening, FebDouglas Reid Sutter, brother of ruary 11 at the Holiday Inn,
The U-shaped table which was
the bride. Presiding at the guest
register was Miss Bonnie Gipe, draped with white linen was cenIN WASHINGTON D. C.
tered with an arrangement of
sister of the groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Trees left
After reciting their vows, the red and white carnations flanked
Wednesday, February 23, for bridal couple eachtook a lighted by white candles in crystal canWashington D. C. where Post- candle from a silver candela- dleholders. Artistic cards feamaster Trims will attend the bra and together lighted the cen - turing white doves with wedding
Executive Committee of the.",ter candle, signifying their rings attached with red ribbon
marked each place.
National Postmasters Associat- union.
Miss Sutter chose for the ocMrs. Sutter, mother of the
ing. Mr. Tress is one of five
men on the Executive Commit- bride, chose for her daughter's casion a dress of brown polytee and serves the East Central wedding a imit coat and dress of ester knit featuring a blouson
burgundy and grey with burgun- bodice with long full sleeves,
area.
dy accessories. She wore a cor- gored skirt and wide self-fabric
IT'S A BOYI
belt.
sage of white roses.
Congratulations to Mr. and
The couple presented their
Mrs. Gipe,
mother of the
Mrs. Jerry Graham, Crutch- groom, wore a two-piece en- attendants with gifts in remembrance
field, on the birth of a baby boy semble of dacron peau luteof their wedding.
Attending were : MissSulter,
born at 10:43 p. m. Friday, song polyester. She wore white
February 18. He weighed 7 gloves and royal blue acces- Mr. Gipe, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
sories. She also wore a cor- Sinter, pougias Reid Sutter,
pounds and 15 Maned.

final session. Door prizes are
planned for each session and
also free pamphlets and materials on each subject. A certificate will be presented to all
class members completing the
course.
Modern trends and unusual
techniques as well as the common methods will be discussed,
and each session will have
question-answer periods, Everett added.
Registration for the course
will be at the organizational
meeting February 24. If unable to attend the first session
registrants may call members
of the Advisory Council; or
472-1923, James M. Everett;
or Fulton County High School,
236-3168.
Babysitting service will be
available as part of the course
each week, according to Mrs.
Win Whitnel.
The director for the course
Rev. and Mrs. Bill Boyd Miss is paid by the Kentucky Bureau
Education, AgriCarmen Gardner, all of Fulton, Vocational
Miss Rhonda Holt, Dresden, cultural division and the Fulton
Miss Cathy Stroube, Nashville; County Board of Education. A
Mr. and Mrs. David Gil* and fee of $6.00 per couple will
son and Tom Hales, Cincin- cover expenses for the banquet,
nati, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Mun- course folder, handout materro, Atlanta, Georgia, Miss Bon- ials, landscape drawing paper,
nie Gipe, Fort Thomas, Ken- and materials needed for the
tucky and the host and hostess, course.

be James M. Everett, horticulture instructor at
Fulton
County High School, Hickman.
Everett holds the B.S. degree in
agriculture, the M.S. degree in
horticulture and will complete
Rank I certification in May, all
from Murray State University.
He has worked in the eight
counties of the purchase as area
extension specialist in horticulture with the University of Kentucky before taking his present
post.
The Advisory Council for the
course includes Armstrong,
chairman; Mrs. Arch Huddleston,
vice chairman; Mrs.
George Ray Gunter, secretary;
Mrs. Lonnie Duncan,treasurer,
and Mrs. Win Whitnel, publicity
director.
According to Armstrong the
course will be for men and women and will include such topics
as landscape principles, artis-

Notes and News From—

Haws Memorial
Continued from the last issue of the News-we promised
to tell you about our crafts class
and using arpodge. Arpodge it's
not-artpodge it is. There went
New Year's resolution number
four-spelling. Podging or todging it was fun creating wall plaques and decorative boxes.
Helen Allen volunteered her
"know-how" and supplies Monday morning. Each of the six
patients taking part created a
very personalized item. Mr.
Ralph Wade used a brightly colored card someone had sent him
and made a clever plaque. Mrs.
Etta Stephens chose a picture
with a basket of flowers for
hers. Mrs. Lillie McGinnisdecidecl to make a plaque for her
only great granddaughter. She
selected dainty pink and blue
birds, flowers, animals and
children and the effect is stunning.
Mrs. Maggie Summerville chose a green wooden box
she plans to use for jewelry.

For a decorative touch she added three small red flower
prints that resemble yarn
roses. Mrs. Connie LeCornu
also decided to use a small box.
For her motif she chose small
companion flowers. Mr. Walter
Stovall had among his keepsakes
a newspapter picture of himself
that appeared in the County
News. His plaque is a delightful way to frame a memento.
We hope to do more artpodge
with different patients
items
taking part.
We want to compliment the
Fulton Fire Department Fire
Chief Billy Meacham, Mrs, Loa
Veneklasen and the staff at Haws
for the efficient fire drill they
participated in last week.
We wish a Happy Birthday
to Mrs. Rollie Hill Thursday,
February 24.
Many thanks to Viola Strong
for the clever and helpful diabetic name tags she made for us
to use during parties.

40141 .2ande4S
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: I am fed
up with articles and bored with
speakers who insist that children from affluent families have
turned out to be rotters and
bums. The statistics prove the
contrary. Most achievers come
from upper-middle-class families with a strong tradition of
service. Examine the record
and you'll find that the leading
Industrialists, statesmen, physicians and artists do not come
from disadvantaged homes. For
example, look at the Rockateliers, the Fords, the Saltonstalls, Harrimans, Mellons,
Kennedys--I could go on and on.
Please put an end to this old
canard. Perhaps today's rich
kid is not doomed after all,—
Keen Observer.
Dear Keen: To be a rich
kid in the 70's is not the same
as it was in the 20's. Today's
teen-agers have the bomb, Vietnam, pollution, drugs and parents who grew up in a depression.
Time will tell how well
THEY will do. Too, often. it's
"from shirtsleeves to sftn-

sleeves in three generations"-and that's a matter of record,
too.
• • •• •
Dear Ann Landers: I was so
pleased when I read that wonderful line in your column by
the famous person who said,
"We have four children. Two
of them are adopted. I can't
remember which ones."
My husband and I feel the
same way about our adopted
children, We have two others.
It's amazing that our chosen
youngsters bear a greater physical resemblance to my busband and me than the children
I gave birth to. Some folks
who don't know our two oldest
are adopted often remark on how
much Billy looks like his dad
and how much Valerie resembles me.
When we took our oldest child
from the Home, the dear woman
who handed him to us gave me
this little poem. Please pass
it along:
*Not flesh of my flesh
Nor bone of my bone.

my goes to bed. Then I must be
up at 6:30 to see she's up for
Never forget for a single min- school. I'm exhausted and disgusted.
She tells me to get off
ute
You didn't grow under my her back. Any suggestions'--Bleary Eyed Mom.
heart,
Dear Bleary: Yes. Get off
But in it,'
her back. A I4-year-old girl
--Bowling Green, Ky.
is
old enough to go to bed by
Dear B. G: Thank you in behalf of the thousands of adop- herself and get up without help.
tive parents whose sentiments Put the burden where it belongs.
are reflected in that poem. It's ON HER.
And stop worrying. Some
lovely.
people require more rest than
Dear Ann Landers. I am others. If Marion is late a few
at war with our 14-year-old mornings, she'll shape up on
daughter. Marion does not get her own. Part of her problem
enough sleep and it's a constant Is you.
battle to get her to go to bed at
a reasonable hour. At 9 o'clock
she's still poking around. MarIs pot a drug' Can L.S.D.
pills open new worlds
ion's light is never out before and
midnight. She must be up at for you? Stop guessing. Get
6:30 a.m. which is not enough the facts in Ann Landers new
Dope
on
booklet, 'Straight
rest for a growing girl.
I have to practically drag her Drugs." For each booklet orout of bed in the morning. She dered send a dollar bill, plus
sleeps right through the alarm. a long, self-addressed, stamped
and 16C Worth of
Frankly, I need more rest but envelope
can't get it because I have to stamps to Ann Landers, Box
3346,
Chicago,
Dl., 60654
stay up to make sure Marion
But still

miraculously
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Scouting
Teaches Respect
For the Ecology

ti•

Litter bugs the boy with the
rake. He cares about the world he
lives in ... and he does something
about it. Scouting teaches him how
— to care and to clean up.

ft.

This month marks the anniversary of the founding of the Boy Scouts of America, and the Scouting organization is 62
years young. The nation has good reason to cherish its Boy Scouts as never before. As they pursue their anniversary observation, adults can be reminded that such things as self-reliance and good citizenship remain very much in vogue
where it counts most — amidst a major segment of the youth into whose hands the reins of community leadership and business will fall a few years hence.
One of the most important aspects of Scouting is an appreciation of the outdoors and of learning to live with the most rudimentary tools of survival. Under the patient guidance of volunteer Scout leaders, young boys from every walk of life come
to that amphitheater of nature where all are equal — the Boy Scout camp. They return a little wiser, a little more humble
and with a little more understanding of the great land in which they are privileged to live. The entire community benefits
from the Scouting experience, thus the entire community extends best wishes to the Scouts on their 62nd birthday.

n
Strengthens Love
Of One's Country
Patriotism is the cornerstone of the Boy Scout movement.
Scouts express their respect for
their country by living according to
its ideals ... democracy, fair play
and responsible citizenship. When a
Scout pledges allegiance, he knows
what he's talking about.

*
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Instills Concern
For Other People
When trouble strikes,
when people need help...whether
it's money or elbow grease ... the
Boy Scouts are right there, putting
their energies and skills to work to
make life better for all.
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Scouting
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Scouting scouting
Fosters Reverence
For Living Things

it

Is Committed To
Help Things Grow

Animals trust the Boy Scout.
The lore of nature is part of his training. So is the care of pets. He treats
all living things with kindness, interest and respect. Scouting teaches
him awareness.

A tree. .. a youngster. a
new idea ...the Boy Scouts believe
in growth. In life. In nurturing a
promise until it comes to pass. The
Scout movement cares about a boy
— and teaches the boy to care.
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KN Root Beer

FULTON BANK

BUTTS MILL

Henry I. Siegel Co.

Broadway,South Fulton

The Big Friendly Bank

Broadway, South Fullon

South Fulton

The Office Supply Store

Fall & Fall Insurance

RALPH PUCICETT

Scales Tire Service

Commercial Avenue

Main Street

Your DX Distributor

Highway 51, North

-
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MAC and FAY'S
Flower Shop

,

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative, Inc.

WHISTLIN' PIG

City Super Drug,Inc.

' West Parkway,Fulton

Lake Street
#

F.
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ts,

RICE INSURANCE
Main Street

ti•
BROWDER
Milling Company, Inc.,

[ion is 62

irsary oh-

Fulton Electric System

in vogue

"Owned By The People Of Fulton"

p and bus-

Scouting;
Means Schooling 4,
In Self-Reliance

[lost rudi-

f life come

Boy Scouts are do-it-yourself
specialists. They learn to build
things, make things ... fix things.
As they grow in skill, they grow in
confidence. A Boy Scout learns to
make the most of what he has.

re humble

IT benefits

lay.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
"A Full Service Bank"

HAM'S GARAGE
East State Line

Happy Birthday, Boy Scouts...
And Thanks For All You've Done!
It's been a busy 62 years... for you and for the nation.
We've watched and cheered your proud parade through
all our changing times and needs. You're part of American
history—part of American effort and growth. Congratulations, Scouts. We want you to know we think you're great.
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Scouting
Helps Boys Learn
To Serve Others

* ti• *
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ice

Service is fundamental to the
Boy Scout ideal: service to individuals and to the community at large.
Scouting teaches a boy to put himself in the other fellow's shoes, instills a spirit of helpfulness, fosters
the skills to make it work. Scouting
is concern.

+ tt•

Scouting

Happy Day Cleaners
West State Line

Thinks Big...Big
As All Outdoors
--Irciy Scouts walk the face ot
the earth proudly and competently
... because they've been taught to
explore and enjoy the wonderful
world we live in. They know it's a
big world and they feel big, too.
Scouts are at home in large
cities, small towns, the suburbs, the
wilderness ...wherever. They learn
and have fun. And they cope.

JOY LYNN

pt.

Flowers and Gifts

JONES
Coal and Concrete Company

4,9** gig * ti• ti•

S. P. Moore & Company

BEN FRANKLIN

FERRY- MORSE

Broadway, South Fulton

400 Lake Street, Fulton

Seed Company

Flower Shop

Fulton Insurance Co.

Country Boy Restaurant

BILLY and ANN'S

Main Street

Fourth Street

F.A.and F.E.flomra

REED BROTHERS

"Good Friends Of Scouting"

Feed and Seed -Company

P. H. Weaks' Sons

Graham and Exchange

Lake Street

Furniture Companies

The Fulton News
The Fulton Shopper

TAYLOR
Chevrolet - Buick,Inc.
North Parkway at Ky.307

MSU Spring
Enrollment
Holds Steady
Final enrollment at Murray
State University for the spring
semester stands at 6,600 according to figures released by
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar.
Noting that the enrollment is
down 80 from a year ago, Gantt
attributed the decline primarily
to a record high mid-year grad-

uating class of 454 and a continued lag in out-of-state students.
He explained, however, that
the loss of 170 non -Kentucky
students from the spring of 1971
to the current semester alone
accounts for more than double
the net loss in head count.
There were 1,440 non-resident students enrolled at Murray State last spring, compared
to 1,270 this spring, he added.
A total of 7,071 students were
enrolled for the fall semester
of 1971, the fourth successive
year that student population has
topped the 7,000 mark. The
record fall enrollment was
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A. J. Wel

cited an increase in
334
Gantint 1968'
enrollment at the freshman
(From current readies, sat level and a leveling out ci( sopmoor& of Jinx Milk INA homore enrollment this spring
as "causes for encouragment,•
rotten.)
observing that both classes are
indications
of a trend toward
FEBRUARY
some enrollment growth.
Date High Low
Preelp.
He added that increases in
enrollment of Kentucky students
1
44
24
trecerir and
of graduate level students
2
44
24
trace,r are
also favorable.
3
42
35
.26es
4
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20
.30
5
45
18
.013
0
42
30
103r
7
32
20
trace,r
Evan though temperatures did dip into the 30's on Saturday, those 17 members of Boy Scout
8
46
18
.00 The New takes pleasure in Troop 114 in South Fulton, braved the high
winds and chilly weather to commemorate Febru9
45
27
00 wishing the following friends
ary as Boy Scout Month. Here, the future loaders listen to a lecture on "what it takes to be10
51
27
.00 • Happy Birthd a y":
11
63
30
.05 John John Lee. Mrs. Nell come an Eagle Scout," from scoutmaster Richard Lewis. Th• boys say they ~food to do
12
40
37
.40: Reed, Lila HaAings. Alva Mae something different, so, instead of a store window display, they sot up shop
on Lake Shoot,
13
50
32
..
.05r Jones, Joe Franklin Young,
railroad tracks.
14
65
27
.
.00 February 24; Mrs. Harlan Cra- near tho
15
53
38
03r ven, February 25; David Royce
.58
Greec, Dianne Foster, A. W.
33
'7
58
2$
Green, Jr., February 26; Mrs.
18
46
32
.00 Thad Pagan, Robert Most.
The following persons were
libruary 19 through February 26 is National FFA Week. Watching County Judge
Ui
46
25
. .(10 Mrs. Bonnie McAlister, Feb- patients in Fulton's hospitals
J. C. Me21
56
N $ sign the official proclamation are two Fulton County High School students.
ittary 27; Lynn Andrews, Lynn on Wednesday, February 23:
27
.00
(Let) Max
.1
67
41
.51* Jetton, Mrs. Paul Long, Mrs.
Wison, vice-president, and, Doug Goodman, president. They are leaders of the Future
Farm5829
HILLVIEW
.03r Leslie Weaks, February 28:
ing" of America chapter of Fulton County High School.
Mary Arnold, Paul Attains,
Laverne Campbell, Clinton;
in ruin. Is) snow
March 1.
Ruth Ann Graham, Crutchfield;
buys 22,000 tons of
Homer Fisher, Union City;
Beitzilian orange juice a year.
Shirley Cruce, Hickory, Jefr
Jackson, Wilma Roach, Edgar
Johnson, Thomas Osten, Billy
Wright, South Fulton, Evelyn
McManus, Nancy Thurman,
Vicki Barber, Alva Mae Jones,
Frank Wiggins, Guthrie Luther,
The National Heart Fund
L.D. Wright, Jimmy McClendCampaign runs through Feb472-18
on,
Fulton.
ruary, which has been designated American Heart Month by
FULTON
Now thru Saturday an
Act of Congress. The CamRadie B. Carter, Morris
Double Feature!
paign will reach its highpoint on
Dean, Mace Ladd, Vester Wil- $100 CHECK FOR TROOP 114: TM South Fulton Klwanis Club
Heart Sunday, February 27,
kins, Clinton; Reba Coltharpe, Wednesday presented a chock for 8100 to
when 2 million volunteers will
South Fulton Boy
Dorothy Stairs, 011ie J. Vaughvisit neighbors and friends to
an, Wingo; Emma Ellison, Hick- Scout Troop 114 as one of the Club's service contributions to
distribute heartsaving literman; Jesse T. Evans, Union their community. (Above, from loft): Lamar Taylor, Institutionature and receive contributions
City; Beulah Hawkins, Theresa al naprmentativ• of tho local
to further the fight against heart
Kiwanis Club, looks on as Richard
Pittman, Neil McAlister, Water
and blood vessel diseases which
— ALSO —
Valley; Katie Henry, Columbus; Lewis, Troop 114 scoutmaster, receives Iti• check from Leroy
afflict 27,000,000 persons annJohn R. McClanahan, Paul Sawyer, club treasurer.
ually.
Stroud, Crutchfield, Brenda
An educational program durFrields, Martin,
,
WARREN HEADS DRIVE
ing Heart month is being conHAS SURGERY
Tillman Adams, Earl Collins,
Mrs. W. It, Crladdock, who Hal Warren, Fulton, has been
ducted in Fulton as part of a
Robert
Howell,
I.P.
Kendall, had surgery Thuile:lay, Feb- named chairman of the 1972
nationwide drive to inform
Margaret
McGuire, Francis ruary 17 at the
apout the, hetrt and, the
Western Bap- Easter Seat Ovmpaign for FulSanders, Eunice Williams, Ruby
Both In Color!
'-gtAys ?hey iglktitkeldhelp Safeton °minty, according to
Turner, South Fulton; William tist Hospital in Paducah, has
PrrIliViirlffP44gsbeen
transferred from room 326 Thomas "Tommy" Belt, LexC.
Bell,
Nell
N.
Bennett,
Cata part or this program two
herine Bradley, Lurline Cruce, tO room 314. The Water Valley ington, state campaign chairoutstanding films have been
Saturday Matinee
Michael Farmer, Lucille Gam- resident, mother of Mrs. War- man The amtual appeal will
shown to two civic clubs, Rotary
bill, Henry Grissom, Callie ten Johnson, suffered a broken begin Monday, February 28,
and Lions, and to classes in
Harvey, Lynetta Johnson, Lewis hip in a gall at her home and continue through Aprit 2,
both junior high and senior high.
Easter Sunday.
Kimbro, B.H. Lowery, Onie Tuesday, February 15.
"Heart of a Town" tells the
Lowery, Marie Newbern Clar
story in color of what Greenup,
erice O'Rear, Mary tatton,
Kentucky has done toward un- As• capacity crowd filled every bleacher seat at Fulton High School's new basketball gym, the
Myrtle Rice, Orville Smith-,derstanding the heart and its Bulldogs prepared for their contest with district leading Carlisle
County. The now gymnasium
opalong Cassidy in functions. Greenup's most
Walter Voelpel, Robert T. Haris part of Fulton's 1 million dollar high school complex on
rison, Turner Pursell, Jack
Stephan Beale Drive. As one oldprominent citizen, Jesse Stuart,
Harrison, Harold Williams.
tells in his own words what a timer put it, "this now place is a slight improvement over the old Carr gym." The 1,386 seat
heart attack is like. The film gym is one of the finest in the state, according to principal
Bobby Snider. The opener in the
REGISTRATION BEGINS
is introduced by Edward G. Rob- now gym
wasn't as groat as it coold've been as the Bulldogs bowed to Carlisle
Fulton Kindergarten registraCounty, 114-80.
inson, movie actor, who also has
tion
suffered an almost fatal heart
is scheduled /to begin TuesGlad to report Drew Wall group in singing "There Shall
attack.
irtiy, February 21from 12 noon
Serial & Cartoon!
able to be out last Sunday after Be
•
Showers
Chestnut
of
Blessings."
Glade
'Better Odds for Longer
to 2 p .m. at the Woman's Club
being a shutin for the past five
Mrs. V. C. Simpson gave the
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Life" a color cartoon type film,
Building.
weeks.
"devotional using Proverbs 31
clever and articulate, shows in
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan attend- as the scripture selection.
simple terms what a "hurt'
Several in this community ed the meeting in Dresden last
Mrs. V. C. Simpson gave a
heart is and how it cannot carry learned with regret of the death Thursday for a
lesson for the report from the recent County
Sun.-Mon. & Tues. on healthy body functions of the of Mr. Jewel Cox who was a Consumer Education
project
Council meeting at which it was
blood. Do's and don'ts for living teacher at Chestnut Glade in leaders.
learned that the out-of-themake this a very interesting 1919-20. His home was in MiMr. and Mrs. Leon Nix from county tour would be to Florfilm enjoyable to all ages.
ami, Florida. Funeral services Madisonville, Kentucky visited
ence, Alabama where according
were at Murray, Kentucky last his mother, Mrs. Martha Croft
to the brochure received from
Saturday.
last weekend.
the Chamber of Commerce
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bewley
Mrs. Franklin House and son many things of interest may
be
and daughter from Chicago have David visited her sister
A
Mrs. visited. The members will have
been recent visitors with Mrs. Harry Watts and family last
iciAMOVIEH
140 Broashvalt, South Fulton
opportunity of choosing
the
Bewelys parents Mr. and Mrs. weekend.
PROlipCliON
10
whether this will be an overPhone 411-1064
A.B. Reed.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan sub- night trip
PflIR
or not.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Reed stituted for a teacher in the
eg
Armstrong inlaid Linoliougy
The Safety Leader, Mrs.
from
Nashville
spent
the
Junior
Martin
School
weeklast
week.
— Vinyl end 11.
James Pogue, presented a
GOLDIE
SegiSt
end with his mother Mrs. M.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige lengthy
article concerning
:Downs and McGee Corpoting Reed and other relatives.
-V4
and Mr. and Mrs. Thurston everyday plants that contain
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Cope- Brundige visited Mr. and Mrs.
— Upholstering, Modern end
poison
that
might be very danland and Gary and Mrs. Clara Bobby Joe Brundige in
New Or- gerous.
`Antique
ine COt011 rcenColumnaPctures
Nix visited Mr. and Mrs. Billie leans Louisiana this week.
Mrs. Danny Wheat gave a convlicing Kitchen Carpeting.* Copeland, Jr., and son in Mem- Glad to report that Mrs. tinuation
of the storage project.
WO phis last weekend.
Henson Jones is said to be imMrs. Jeter Wheat directed a
proving. Mr. and Mrs. Ches clever animal quiz. Mrs. HatMorrison
remain about the tie Hawks was the winner.
same, both being shutin for the
Mrs. Hattie Hawks and Mrs.
past several weeks.
Dorothy Covington were welcomed visitors.
CHESTNUT GLADE HOME
The third meeting will be
DEMONSTRATION CLUB
in the home of Mrs. Ada Rhodes
Books for information, for the third Thursday in March.
pleasure, for entertainment, for Visitors are welcome
profit were shown and an thumbnail sketch given concerning
each by Mrs. Dorothy Coving.
ton, who is a member of the
Regional Staff when the club
met with Mrs. Ellen Brown for
the regular February meeting.
Many timely saftey tips were
given when the roll call was
answered by each of those answering with a safety tip.
Mrs. Laverne Owenby led the
WEATHER REPORT

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

HOSPITAL NEWS
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Heart Fund
Drive Gets
Federal OK

FULTON

"CHROME AND
HOT LEATHER"
"RETURN OF
OUIFT YORGA"

Old Fashion
ORSE OPERA!

A Slight Improvement

"COLT
COMRADS"
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ll Seats ___ 50c

S.P.MOORE & CO.
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AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO
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FEET FREE PARKING
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555-1212 Boston
555-1212 San Francisco
555-1212 Detroit
555-1212 Dallas
555-1212 Atlanta
555-1212 Miami
555-1212 Denver
5554212 Pittsburgh
555-1212 Seattle
555-1212 Kansas City
555-1212 Boise
555-1212 Omaha
555-1212 Las Vegas
555-1212 is the easy way

town telephone numbers.
You just dial "1." Plus, the area code
of
the place you want to call if it's different
from
yours. Plus 555-1212. And the operator
find the number you want.(You might will
want
to jot it down for future use.)
Then you can dial your call direct.
© South Central Bell
Keeping you

in touch
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A.J. Webb, 22, Route 3, Clinton, was killed instantly at 10.45
a.m. Thursday, February 17,
when a log fell on him at the
Goodman Lumber Company in
Kaler, Kentucky, a northeast
Graves County community.
Graves County Coroner Wilson Taylor said Webb, an employe of the J.T. Mathis Sawmill
in Hickman County, and a companion were unloading some
logs at the Kaler firm when one
of the logs fell on him. Taylor
ruled the death accidental and
said he would not likely conduct
an inquest.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Phyllis Mathis Webb, a
son, Vester Allen Webb, his
mother, Mrs. Alma Webb, Marion, Illinois; two brothers, R. V.
Webb, Water Valley and Donald
Webb, Chicago; a sister, Mrs.
Sue Blasengame, Marion, Illinois.
Services were held at 11 a.m.
Saturday, February 19, at the
Hopkins & Brown Funeral Home
in Clinton with the Rev. O.K.
Vick officiating. Interment was
in County Line Cemetery near
Creal Springs, Illinois.

Herman Harrison

Herman
Harrison, Fulton
County farmer of Route 4, Fulton, died at 9 a.m. Monday, February 21, at the Fulton Hospital following an extended illness.
Born October 15, 1895, he
was the son of the late Tit
and Della Polsgrove Harrison.
He was a member and deacon of
the First Baptist Church. He
was also a Mason.
Survivors include his wife,
Eula Rozzell Harrison; two
daughters, Mrs. Roy Carver,
Fulton and Mrs. Charles A.
Sloan, Little Rock, Arkansas;
two sons, Raymond and Edwin
Harrison, both of Fulton; four
brothers, Robert , Jack, Roy,
and Bill Harrison, all of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. Irene
Brockwell, Union City and Mrs.
Blanche Younger, St. Louis;
ten grandchildren and four great
grandchildren.
Two sisters and two brothers
preceded him in death.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, February 22, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. James Best and th
Rev. Jimmy Pierce officiating.
Interment was in the Obicr
County Memorial Gardens.
Active
pallbearers were:
Mrs. Jessie Hatch Harris,
Williamson, Hiram
former Fulton resident, died Harold
at 12:00 noon Thursday, Feb- Brown, rR. Powell, RoperJefruary 18, in Memphis follow- tress, Reginald Williamson, and
ing a long illness. She was Glyn Marshall Sam.,.
Members of the Ever Ready
84.
Born in Obion County, Ten- Class of the First Baptist
nessee, July 16, 1887, she was Church served as honorary
the daughter of the late Ben- pallbearers.
jamin and Ida Williamson Hatch.
Her husband, M.V.Harris, preceded her in death many years • CAYCE NEWS
ago.
A member of the First
Mrs. J. W. Ammons
United Methodist Church and
a former Sunday schoolteacher,
Mrs. I.urline Cruce is in the
she had lived in Memphis for
Fulton Hospital and Mr. Jack
the past few years.
is in the Obion County
Hackett
include
seven
Survivors
Hospital. Also several are ill
nieces and four nephews.
Funeral services were held with the flu including Jimmie
at 11 a.m. Saturday, February Pursell, Rob Harrison andJack
19, at the Hornbeak Funeral Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall BurChapel with the Rev. William
G. Adams officiating. Inter- row of Lentor City, Tennessee
meld' Was in
Arlington City spent the weekend with her
mother, Mrs. A.B. Overby.
Cemetery.
Mrs. Walter Bequette, Sr.,
Pallbearers wereJimmy Gilpert, Fpad Hprara, Pete Green, gave a surprise birthday dinner
for
her aunt, Mrs. DavidCampHerbert Randle, Fred Gibson,
were: her
Attending
bell.
and Leland Jewell.
daughter, Mrs. Hazel Hutchins,
Fulton; five sisters, Mrs. Mary
Scearce, Cayce, Mrs.C.D. ForRiley Daniel Smith, Fulton rester, Mrs. Iva Pruett, Mrs.
resident and long-time Obion Ruby Baird and Mrs. Pearl
County farmer, died at 4:30 Fry of Union City. Also atp.m. Tuesday, February 22, at tending were Mrs. Harry Tuckthe Fulton Hospital. Hewas 90. er and son Scottie.
Born in Union County, KenSeveral local FFA boys went
tucky, April 6, 1882, the son of to the Farm Machinery Show in
the, late James William and Louisville. James- Everett,
their'teacher, took them.
Anna,
Mrs. Roy Cruce and Mr. and
he had been an Obion County
farmer for the past 42 years. Mrs. Johnnie Stayton of Cayce
A longtime member of the and Mrs. Montez Oliver, Mrs.
Central Church of Christ, he Monette Tisdale and Devondao
had been residing at the Rice Fulton
attended a househol
Nursing Home on Second Street shower for Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cruce of near Martin, Satfor the past five years.
Survivors
include
three urday night. Howard is Mrs.
daughters, Mrs. R.A. (Viola) Cruce's grandson.
Mrs. J.W. Ammons has reDeMyer, Fulton, Mrs.Hoy(Lola
Mae) Lawson,Sturgis, Kentucky turned from Murray where she
and Mrs. Raymond (Flora Dix- visited her son and family, Dr.
on) Lowery, Princeton, Ken- Ray Ammons.
Mr. Glenwood Council and
tucky; one son, Omer Smith,
South Fulton; one sister. Mrs. son, David, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Gordon Campbell, Nashville, are visiting his parents Mr.and
Tennessee; one brother, Walter Mrs. H.H. Council and other
Q. Smith, Lansing, Michigan; relatives.
Tommie Stayton visited Rev.
grandchildren and 10
seven
Clark and family of Trenton last
great grandchildren.
weekend.
Services were held at 1:30
Mr. and Mrs.Howard Pursell
p.m. Thursday, February 24,
He was preceded in death by and Garry of Louisville are
his wife, Zelpha Mayne Smith, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Turner
Pursell.
in 1963.
Mrs. Fred Covington of MarServices were held at 1:30
p.m. Thursday, February 24, tin spent a few days with Mr.and
at the Hornbeak Funeral Chap- Mrs. Glen Covington ihe first
el with Bro. Charles Houser of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Linker,
officiating. Interment was in
Obion County Memorial Gar- of Fulton, were dinner guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell
dens.
Saturday evening.
Cayce Tigers won the basketball game over the Western
John Houston Simpson, a dis- Mustangs Friday night.
Mrs. Jack • Austin has been
abled veteran of World War II,
was found dead at his South visiting her father, Lewis KimFulton home on Friday, Feb- bro of Hickman County, who is
in the Fulton .Hospital.
ruary 18. He was 54,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
Mr. Simpson formerly owned
a grocery store in Mayfield but visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sloan
Hugh Mack of Fulton Sunday
and
condibecause of an arthritic
tion had not worked for the past night. They also visited Mrs.
eight years. He was a member Grace Hoodenpyle of near Clinof the South Fulton Baptist ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Eual Lynn of
Church.
Tennessee
visited
Survivors include his wife, Reeves,
Mrs. Lois Simpson; a daughter, judge and Mrs. Menees and
Mrs. Cynthia Cooley, Detroit, Keith Sunday.
We hear that Keith Menees
Michigan; two grandchildren,
Ralph Scott and Rebecca Cooley. will be valedictorian of the FulServices were held Sunday, ton County senior class this
February 20, at 2 p.m. at Rob- year. We are very happy for you
erts Funeral Home in Mayfield and your family, Keith. His Mswith the Rev. Gerald Stow of- ter, Cheryl, was valedictorian a
ficiating. Interment was in the few years ago, too. Yes we are
mighty proud of you two.
Mayfield cemetery,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McPallbearers were Thomas
Arnn,
Joel Nabors, Harold Millen of Martin have been
Grissom, Joe Mac Reed, Greg visiting her parents Mr. and
Monroe and Gaylon Rushing. Mrs. Simon Ferguson.
Little Dwain Woodside has
been with his grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. Ardell Simpson for a
Mrs. Ester Potter Harper,84, few days. He is anxious to go
died at 6:30 a.m. Tuesday, Feb- home to be with his new baby
ruary 15, at Hudgins Nursing brother, John Ardel they are
Home In Clinton. She was a the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
cousin of Mrs. Harry House of Woodside of Mt. Vernon, Ill,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowery
Fulton,
Survivors include three sons, visited their daughter,Quretha,
Waymon, Bill and Curtis Har- in Murray Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Tommy Wade of
per; two sisters, Mrs. Stella
McMorries, Clinton and Mrs. Murray visited his parents Mr.
Ellen Humphreys, Detroit, five and Mrs. Roy Eugene Wade this
grandchildren and 10 great weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Balord Campgrandchildren.
Funeral services were held at bell and grandchildren, Buckly,
2 p.m. Thursday, February 17, and Sherri Walker and Mrs. A,
at the Hopkins & Brown Funeral 13. Overby visited Mr. and Mrs.
Home in Clinton. Interment Robert Hendrix inNewbernSunwas in the Clinton cemetery, day night.

Union City after churchSunday.
Mrs. Stella Jones is reported
doing nicely at the hospital in
Memphis and if things keep going good, she is expected to be
home the first of the week. We
wish a speedy recovery for her
and we are glad to welcome
Stella home. Also Mrs. Effie
Croft. She had been in Memphis
with Stella.

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs Aline Williams

I wonder if time flys by to
the readers as fast as it is flying by to the writer. It seems
I write the news one week and
its time to write again.
Mrs. Welch Cavender visited
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
a while Friday afternoon.
Mrs, Lenora Jones seems to
The One and All Club met
Wednesday at the club house and be doing fine. She has a lot of
quilted on a cross-stitch quilt company each week and is very
for Mrs. Jo Ann Bard. There happy to see each one who remwere several members present embers to visit with her.
and we had a few visItors. A
Elder
Harry
Bridgemon
lot of quilting was done. Everyone carried a covered dish and from Alabama, will stop by for
one
night
preaching
at Old Bewe had a bountiful lunch and an
thel Primative Baptist Church
enjoyable day.
Mrs. Luple Haley, Mr. and the fourth Saturday night in
Mrs. Everett Williams and Tom February. Everyone is invited
Laswell visited with Mr. and to go and hear Elder BridgeMrs. Burett Rose a while Sun- mon.
day afternoon.
Neal Hedge still isn't able to
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon be out after a week with the flu.
drove to Paris, Tennessee Sunday afternoon and visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wiltheir son, George Cannon and liams and Mr. and Mrs. Claud
family there.
McNeil were in Paducah ThursMr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead day.
and family visited their son,
Bill Winstead and family in

very glad to be back.
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, Feb. 24, 1972 Page 7
Mrs. Garrett Bailey was in
• GOOD SPRINGS Memphis for a check-up on re- a chock up following surgery
cent eye surgery. The doctor
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
there. The doctor said ahem
says she is doing o.k.
dismiss
_
Dukedoiri Homemakers wore doing fine but did not
Those from Good Springs at- responsible for the birthday her.
tending the meeting of Hope- party at Weakley County NurElder Arlie Larimer was adwell Presbytery at Milan were sing Home in February. Duoto mitted to the hospital Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Watkins, the flu they had asked that visits for a check up
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall be curtailed. So tray favors
and Rev. and Mrs. Oren Sto- were made and carried to the
ver, Mr. Watkins was the del- home to be distributed to each 19% Of Popo.
egate. Bro. Stover was elected room. Mrs. Loyd Watkins was
Recycled
moderator for 1972 and first chairman of this project and was
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — Nine.
delegate to the General Assem- assisted by Mrs. William Robbly. Bro. James Westbrook was erts, Mrs. Herbert Roberts, een per cent of the wastepaper
elected vice moderator and sec- Mrs. Harlan Gallimore, Mrs. in the United States is being reond delegate to the General Larry Watkins and Mrs. Fran- cycled.
Assembly which will meet in cis Roberts.
June in Kansas City, Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie JohnDurell McCall was elected al- ston of Murray visited parents
ternate on the part of the elders. Mr. and Mrs. Basil Watkins
Mrs. William Roberts, Mrs. and attended church at Good
— In OperatienliS Years —
Loyd Watkins and Mrs. Eliz- Springs Sunday.
Large
Display •
abeth Darnell represented the
*
Other visitors for Sunday
Dukedom Homemakers at the service were Mrs. Leslie HolLighted
At Night "
•
Well
meeting of the county council lis and granddaughter, Frosty
Open Sunday Afternoons •
at Dresden.
Snow, newcomers to the comMr. Grover True was able to munity, their guest Jan CrossGreenfleid
W. D. Priimrs
return to his home last Monday no from Dresden and Ronnie
Phone 235-2211)
Fulton
after being in Volunteer Hos- Winston.
Phone 472-11153
pital in Martin about ten days.
Lisa, little daughter of Mr.
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Charles
Blaylock arrived and Mrs. Larry Watkins was
home from his National Guard carried to Jackson Friday for
Greenfield, Tenn.
training last Saturday and is

Greenfield Monument Works

Mrs. Jessie Harris

tt I. Murk.
.. 1.-11..-Busg.
I',
P.....
E1u1p1.11111.11 Church of

is

Riley Daniel Smith

A y man can have
I-S ao extensive(Anent'
• whether he
has to work to puf
for it. or whether it
is given him much
Us a birthright. Yet
the mind is not fully
eNpanded until it has
learnt tile complacence that C01111.$
life
%Rh a Milt'
for faith is the highest v. Whom.

John H. Simpson

MICH

BIND

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station
Tiros, Batteries, Accessories
472.9060

Kentucky Ave. et Reed

EGULARLY

The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton Eledrie Brims
Puthei. Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

1115 Mein Street

472-1Sit

Mrs. Ester Harper

Hicknzan-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ku.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
an Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472.1412

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
234-26SS

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

enter,

Turner's Pure Milk Ce.

Henry I. Siegel Company. ISM

At the Store—or at your door

Fulton and South Fulton

Fulton. Ky.

472-3311

a Good place to went

Complerstones st
!alias Baal
rws /ROUNDLY BANK

Remy

Edwards Trucidag Cso,
INCAMIN

MN., Ky.

4111.1171

Fulton, Ky.

Food Stamps
Are Up Here
In December

Applications For Medical
Scholarships Being Received
forgiven.
Applications are now being
2.
A student may borrow
received by the Rural Kentucky $2,000 per year with the proMedical Scholarship Fund for vision that one-half of the loan
medical students who will enter will be forgiven for each year
school this fall, according to of practice in a"semi-critical"
G. L. Simpson, MI). Chairman. county area designated by the
As the Rural Kentucky Med- Board.
The 'semi-critical"
ical Scholarship Fund enters Its county area designated ny ins
by
out
pointed
was
The 'semi-critical"
it
Board.
year,
16th
the Chairman that the Fund now county areas are selected on the
has 174 physicians in practice in basis of the ones next in great84 counties with 15 serving in est need.
3. A student may borrow
'critical" counties. Doctor
Simpson further noted that the $2,000 per year who will agree
has
to practice in rural areas other
Fund, in this period oftime,
loaned over one million dollars. than the 'critical" or "semiasto
program
a
designing
critical" counties.
In
medical students who
Students interested in learnslat
need financial help, there have ing more about the program
forplans
should write to the Rural Kenbeen three separate
Scholarship
Medical
mulated
tucky
I. A student may borrow up Fund, Kentucky Medical Asto $2,500 per year, provided he sociation. 3532 Ephraim Mcwill agree to practice in one of Dowell Drive, Louisville, Kenten Kentucky counties most in tucky 40205, prior to April 1,
need of a physician. For each 1972.
year the recipient practices in
Cigarette, cigar and pipe
one of these ten 'critical'counwill eventually stain walls
ties, one $2,500 loan will be smoke
and ceilings.

NOTICE
William Ward Livestock
Will Start Receiving Butcher Hogs
MARCH 1, 1972

There were 1,719 low-income
Fulton County people on the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's
Food Stamp program in December as compared to 1,612 the
previous month, the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food
and Nutrition Service reports.
At the state level, it was
noted, Kentucky's total on food
assistance programs in December dropped 14,252 from November's 363,549 to 349,297.
This was said to be the largest
decrease of any state in the
Southeast.
Most of the decrease was in
Fulton's Urban Renewal Agency is about a year ahead of schedule, according to project director Jim Martin. With 90% of land acquisitionand about 80% of relocation already completed,
Martin says the renovation of missionary bottoms should be finished by late 1974 or early 1975,
t
instead of the projected 1976 deadline. Shown here is an almost complete housing developmen
on Norman Street. The old swimming pool, torn down to mak* room for the houses, was located

the food stamp
Continued from page one
operating in 73 Kentucky counIn December, 29'7,693 and
Wilber,
Jean
ties.
Mrs.
$7.4
over
issued
people were
Memphis, his grandmother,
Of
coupons.
food
in
Wilmurth.
million
Mrs. Orville
this amount, over $5.5 million
Services were held Tuesday,
was in free or bonus stamps. February 22, at 2 p.m. at the
increase
an
This represented
Chaney Funeral Home, Hickof 11,881 over November's total man, with the Rev. Ronnie Sutof 309,574.
ton officiating. Interment was
In the food distribution pro- in the Hickman City cememtery.
the
in
gram, now in operation
remaining counties of the state,
51,604 needy people were given FULTON'S URBAN—
Continued from page one
more than 1.7 million pounds of
USDA-donated food.
sive units being built on NorAt the national level, FNS
man Street would yield more
Administratior Edward J. Hek- taxes than all of the land being
man reported that 14.8 million renovated for the federallypeople were on USDA food as- owned low-rent housing prosistance programs in Decem- jects in this area.
ber. Ofthis number, 11.2 million
Plus the higher priced taxwere on the food stamp proable homes, the city will begin
gram, while 3.6 received free collecting taxes from those busdonated food.
inesses and manufacturing concerns which move into the area,
presently yielding taxes on a
TAYLOR NAMED
Dan Taylor, Fulton, hat; beet low scale.
appointed to die Motor Vehicle
Japan has a housing shortagt
Deallors Board by Governor
estimated at "several million."
%VeraieR Food.

Continued from ciage one
On March 7, the University
Choir and Orchestra, under the
direction of Robert Haar and
just to the right of the older house pictured. This project is for homeowners exclusively, who Leo Balir, will present a concert in the ballroom of the
have built their ninii nomes with federal money.
Waterfield Student Union Building, beginning at 8 p.m.
One event for which there will
will be
be a nominal charge and
open to the public is scheduled
for Wednesday evening, March
8. This will be the 'Grande
Bal de Beaux Arts," sponsored
by the Art Department. It will
danbe an evening of exhibits,
cing and entertainment.
The first Drama Department
production, "Skin of Our Teeth,'
s
to be staged in the university'
new 350-seat theatre on the first
be
floor of the new center will
presented at 8 p.m. for three
March 9
consecutive nights,
through II. It, too, will carry \
a nominal admission charge.
March 13, the Phi Mu Alpha
'Men of Note" will present an
1103
8 p.m. concert of Jazz music )
.
hi the University Auditorium
celethe
of
The final event
Karen
bration will be presented March
14 at 8 p.m. when approximately
50 students from the Drama
Department will present a dance
featuring choreoensemble
slated to become a major ingraphy designed to fit eras
This busy corner on Fourth Street, near the relireed depot is
•from the Greek period to
in Folton, the highway will contersection for U. S. Highway 45. As part of Urban Renewal
n on the project is expected to
Constructio
district.
business
downtown
the
to
45
Highway
nect
begin in early 1973 and be completed by the fall of 1974.

Announcing ...
KAREN FOX
Is Now Employed by The

1

POLICE PATROLMAN
Applications will be received by the City
of South Fulton until 4:30 P. M., Monday, February 28, 1972 for the position of Patrolman in
the Department of Public Safety. Candidate
should be 21 years of age and a high school
graduate, or equivalent. Application forms are
available at the office of the recorder.

MSU
For
MURRAY,
State Univen
the implemer
$7,000 grant
way County
Crime Comni
Awarded ui
Omnibus Crin
,reets Act p
in 1968, the 1
being used b;
develop a pis
inology and c
approved
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Robert L.
professor of
thropology at
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development
the major pre
begin next fa
Calloway C
en 0. Miller
for funds to di
program to s
already invol
and correctir
dents with r
anticipate ck
work in the 1
Charles L.
executive dir
mission, notif

Mademoiselle Beauty
Salon
E. Paducah

Phone Office 479-2852
Resident Phone 479-2157
Bill Ward — Phone 479-3731

News And Notes From ,
The UT-Martin Calendar
A varied program of music
featuring the Symphonic Band
and Wind Ensemble will be presented March 2 and 3 at the
of Tennessee at
University
Martin.
The bands, under the direction of Robert C. Fleming, will
perform at 8 p.m. each evening
in the Performing Arts Theatre
at the Fine Arts Building.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Two University of Tennessee
at Martin history professors
will map out and conduct a tour
of historical sites in Paris for
visiting members ofthe National Trust for Historical Preservation.
Dr. Charles Ogilvie and
Langdon Unger, both associate
professors in the UTM Department of History and Political
Science, were selected for the
task by the Paris Chamber of
Commerce. The tour is set to
take place on the morning of

AGE
GM
Es
CECL
OFF
PROFESSIONAL
Front-End Alignment Balancing 2 Front Tires All For:
$895

ENGINE TUNE

UP

$24.95 6 cyl. US cars plus $4.00 for 8 cylinder cars include
all labor, new spark plugs, heavy duty points and condenser.
Any other parts extra charge.

BRAKE RELINE
$26.88 except disc brakes and foreign cars. Install brake linings
all 4 wheels, repack front wheels.
IF needed wheel cylinders $7.50 each. Drums turned $3.00 each.
Front grease seals $4.50 a pair. Return springs 50c each.

—
Cecil McDaniel or Jerry Turner
COME BY AND SEE

Phone 472-1198

ARTS FESTIVAL—
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program, now ONE DEAD—

303 Reed Street, Fulton, Ky.
ood through March)

April II.
Two prominent alumni of the
of Tennessee at
University
Martin have been named to
on the board
terms
three-year
of directors of the UTM Alumni
Council,
Appointed to the poste were
William Lee Todd of Memphis
and Dr. James L. Fortner of
Nashville. Chancellor Larry
T. McGehee, in making the
announcement, said that the selections were based on each
man's strong personal interest
in and concern for the University.

South Fulton, Tenn.

has had training in Houston, Texas
Call 479-1427
For an Appointment

nal

Put yourself on a
BEAUTYREST

We've
bitted
find

if

signed
gentle

by Simmons
•••.,

4'1

In recognition of National Engineer's Week, the University
of Tennessee at Martin will host
the annual engineer's dinner on
February 22 at 7.30 p.m. in the
University Center.
The annual event is sponsored
by the UTM Department of EnEngineering
and
gineering
Technology, according to J.O.
Jones, department chairman
and coordinator for the occasskin.
Principal speaker will be Dr.
Charles Weaver, University of
Tennessee vice president for
continuing education. Tickets
for the buffet meal are $2.25
a person.

•

22

CONVICTE D—
Caatinued from page one
*who was very quiet, not causing
any trouble.' Clark says there
were no prior indications that
Williams would commit suicide.
Williams, a resident of Route
2, Hickman, was born in Union
City, Tennessee, April 26,1954,
the son of Mrs. Ludine Johnson
Williams and the late Johnny
Williams, both of Hickman.
Funeral services were held
Thursday afternoon, February
24, at 2 p.m., at the Chaney
Funeral Home in Hickman. Interment was in the Hickman
City Cemetery with Chaney
Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Surviviors other than his mother, Mrs. Williams, are, one
brother, Curtis Williams of
Hickman; three sisters. Mrs.
Mary Sue Andrews, Mrs.Sylvia
Rothman, Mrs. Geraldine Biassingame, and his grandmother,
Mrs. Edna Kennedy, all of Hickman.

HICKMAN—

Continued from page one

can find a replacement."
While the resignation was informally accepted by the Mayor
and Commissioners, the matter
of its formal acceptance was
tabled until the next regular
meeting of the Commission on
March 6th.
It could not be determined
whether the Commission plans
to employ an interim city manager, perhaps a local person, or
whether a search would be made
for an academically trained and
experienced city manager. The
post pays approximately $9,000.00 a year, $1200 per year
being paid from the general fund
and the balance from the public
works departme

60 INC

100°
Only a Beautyrest mattress can properly support
special curves.
Because it's built differently. With separate
coils. So each is free to give under hips and shoulders.

Unp

7 TO 2
Beautyrest has more than 800 Individual coils
(In the full size). Each one Is In Its own sepathe
rate pocket. It individually supports just
It
part of your body above It, Just as much as
needs. Each coil Is free to respond Individually to the Individual parts of your body. To
give each part the support It needs. Arm supyou
port to arms. Back support to backs. All of
sleeps comfortably!

At the same time, the coils are free to firmly
support the small of your back.
By conforming to your shape.
Beautyrest doesn't have to be hard to be firm.
Or soft to be comfortable.
Choose Simmons normal-firm Beautyrest Supreme
Or Beautyrest Back Care for extra-firm support.
Try a Beautyrest. We built it to conform to you.

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
'TOUR FLOOltS OF FINE FURNITURE301 WALNUT

FUL

DIAL 472-3791
Phone

2
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MURRAY, Ky., —Murray application had been approved.
State University is serving as Funds Will be administered
the implementing agency for a through the Muray State Univer$7,000 grant awarded to Callo- sity Foundation.
way County by the Kentucky
Noting that interest in the new
Crime Commission.
major is already running high,
Awarded under Title I of the Whitten said the grant, along
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe with some matching aid from
Sseets Act passed by Congress Murray State, will be used to
in 1968, the five-month grant is develop a curriculum, to collect
being used by the university to library holdings, to begin a prodevelop a plan for a new crim- gram of cooperative work with
inology and corrections program local criminal justice agencies,
approved this month by the and to visit schools with established programs.
board of regents.
Among the schools to be visitRobert L. Whitten, assistant
professor of sociology and an- ed are Florida State at Tallathropology at Murray State, is hassee, Southern Illinois Unithe project director during the versity at Carbondale, and the
development phase and will head University of Maryland at Colthe major program when classes lege Park.
Some loan and grant money,
begin next fall.
Calloway County Judge Rob- Whitten added, is available for
ert 0. Miller applied to the KCC qualified students who wish to
for funds to develop an academic enroll in the program.
Whitten, who joined the Murprogram to serve both students
already involved in criminology ray State faculty in 1970, earned
and corrections work and stu- the AA degree at Southern Union
dents with no experience who College, Wadley, Ala., the BA
anticipate doing that kind of degree at Auburn University,
and the MA degree at the Uniwork in the future.
Charles L. Owen of Frankfort, versity of Massachusetts. He is
executive director of the com- a candidate for the Ph.D. degree
mission, notified Miller that the at the University of Kentucky.

auty
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Ray's Hamburgers .. 25c
A Family Restaurant

La

Scho-Peds
We've designed a shoe so comfortable, you
won't want to take it off, and Combined it with an economic selling price. You'll
find that's an unbeetithie combination! Designed with safest leathers, built-up arches for
gentle support, fibre insoles, crepe soles and
heels.

% •N
(111!4

choll
Bay Family Shoe Store
220 LAKE ST.

DADI

FULTON

TORONTO
— The year
is 1990.
Boy meets girl at a party.
He's strongly attracted to her.
He sees a serious relationship
looming, so he asks her: "What's
your code number? I want to
look you up."
The boy is referring to the
computer-compiled profile of
the young woman that is available at a central depot which
records her background, beliefs, health, interests and personality traits.
But the girl declines to disclose her code number, leading
the boy to the conclusion that
she isn't interested in him or
has something to hide.
"That's the way courtship
will be conducted within 20
years," says Dr. Leo Davids,
33, a sociologist at York Univesity in Toronto.
"Young people won't waste
time courting partners who are
grossly incompatible."
He said in an interview his
pedictions were not guesswork. "They're scientific estimates based on trends already
under way or coming very
soon. Given a number of known
facts you can figure out the
rest.
"Fatherhood, for example, is
going to be vastly changed two
decades from how."
Picture the office of the human relations director in an industrial plant. A young husband
is explaining that he's just become a father—therefore he'll
be working part-time for the
next eight or 10 years. The director is not surprised Legal
provision exists that frees fathers to spend at least 20 leisure hours a week with their
younger children.
"It's becoming increasingly
appreciated that working fathers are responsible for more
child neglect than working
mothers," Mr. Davids said.
"Remedial action will be taken
in the future."
If Davids' forecasts prove to
be accurate the 1990s will be a
bleak period for the writers of
traditional style songs, poems,
movies and novels.
He says romantic love will
practically disappear.
Young people today are rejecting the romantic myth, Dayids said. "They are drawn,
generally, to what they call
'beautiful people.' They don't
fall in love at first sight. Rather, a gradual process OT mutual
discovery sometimes results in
love.
"A boy meets a girl but before he commits himself deeply, he makes sure that her values and personal philosophy
are akin to his. In other words,
the beautiful creature is being

FULTON, KY.

Election To Fill V ancancies
For County Organization
March 15 has been designated
by the state Soil Conservation
Advisory Committee as an
election date to fill three
vacancies that will occur March
31 on the Board of Supervisors of
the Obion County Soil Conservation District, according to
Hunter Miller, district secretary.
Mr. Miller said the terms of
Herbert Barber, James R. Cude
and Melvin Sturgis will expire
and that the state has requested a
local election be held to elect
successors
Two of the three incumbents
have been renominated. They are
Mr. Barber and Mr Cude. Other
candidates for the posts include
Quinton Boyett, A. I. •Bill'
Fowler, Charles Hutchinson and
John F. Key. The three polling
the highest number of votes will
be elected in countywide voting
be farm landowners.
Mr. Miller said all landowners

r

asked to state her views.
"In the future the only people
retaining a belief in romantic
love will be found among the
uneducated and the poor."
He said a popular type of union will be the three to fiveyear childless trial marriage.
At the end of the term, the contract comes up for discussion
and the couple can decide to
continue as before, opt out, or
renew it on different terms.
And, he said, the most radical changes will occur in the
approach to parenthood where
adults wanting to reproduce
will be required to render an
application to a local parenthood board that consists of physicians, psychologists, geneticists
and social workers.

Art Show Held
At Arlington
Club Meeting

k "GET ACQUAINTED"

ARLINGTON, Ky.
First place ribbons were awarded to Franklin Bellamy, mixed
media, and Ann Burton, pastels,
during an art show held at the
meeting of the Arlington Woman's Club in the home of Mrs.
Boyd Haynes.
Jeanie Thomas was awarded
a second place in crayon drawing at the exhibit presented by
the Carlisle County art students
of Mrs. Mary Morgan of Mur-,
ray. The contestants were intro-,
duced by Mrs. Hazel Lee, contest chairman. Comments were
made on each picture presented.
Works were displayed by Dell
8,000 Quit
Phillips, Ann Surto n, Judy
State Church
Payne, Frank Bellamy, Jeanie
OSLO — In 1970 nearly 8,000 yhornas, Dickie Todd, Lon Wilpeople left the Evangelical Lu- son, Stephanie Castleman,
theran Church in Norway, the
state church—more than twice
as many as in 1969. The majority of those who withdrew were
in the 15-to-22 age group.

SUPER SAVING
At Evans Drug
Ts. %WI A-philliwa

Milk of Magnesia
Tab 200's; Reg. $1.69

5 -BUCKLE
OVER SHOES
Only

$2.99 Pair
We Make Keys

itailroad Salvage
Compuy
Lake 114. — Fulton, Ky.

100% Polyester Knits $188 Yd.
7 TO 22" LONG;

$1.29

Regular $1.99 Boys

One Group Boys

Geritol Tablets
40's,

Keg. $2.911

Winter Jackets
Values to $8

93c

$500
For Dress, Sport!

Rag, 65c

V7 a 10;

MEWS SHIRTS
— New Spring Selection
— 65% Polyester, - 35% Cotton

39c

Reg. $1.10

91/2 - Inch Med. special ___ 75c
Reg $1.75
12 -Inch Large Special -- $1.25

a
a
a
a
o
a (Add your favorite topping
a
a
0
at regular price)
g
N
\ REAL ITALIAN PIZZA
Choice of 10 varieties

Town. House

1

26 COLORS TO CHOOSE

k

Special Pizza
With everything on itk
Medium, Reg. $2.25

k

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
.
§
0
ANYTIME
s Charcoal Grilled Hamburgers, Steaks%
PHONE 479-3561 for carryout strafe*.
Your order ready in 15 minutes or less
,
,
,Conednen
- :rnie.
,

1

s

eg5
. $3.25
Large!14 7

$2.50

Regular 98c Yd. Permanent Press

New Fabrics
By Durelle

100 Textured Polyester
54 and 60 Inches Wide

$al88

Yd

Ladies 100% Nylon

KNIT SLACKS

$599

Soff Puffs

Ea

Special! One Lot

56c
Lysol Aerosol

rd to be firm.

$50 WORTH OF FREE FABRIC

14 01, Reg $1.69

'autyrest Supreme

support.
conform to you.

Will Be Given Away With Each Purchase of a
NEW SINGER TOUCH 'N SEW Sewing Machine

$1.19
Baby Magic

New Spring Fabrics Are Arriving Daily!

FULTON Singer SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phone 479-1922

IS P. M. TO 10 P. bi.)

260's; Reg. 79c

All Patterns 1/2 Price With Fabric Purchase

1724701

FRI. - SAT., FEB. 25 -28

END OF MONTH SPECIALS
HIS'N HERS PRINTS
SPORT SHIRTS
2For$3 77yAc RD

support
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(Week end only!)

J & J Adhesive

Unpackaged Zippers

a
a
a

SALE

36's, foil; Reg. $1.19

60 INCHES WIDE

and shoulders

Polling hours will be from 9
a.m. through 3 p.m., with votes
being taken at Bizwell's Service
Station in Rives, the Obior
Farmers Co-op in Woodland
ASCS office in Union City
Gwaltney Grocery in Elbridge
Reed Brothers Feed and See
Store in South Fulton, Faulkner'
Grocery in Harris, Napier'
Grocery on the Fulton highwa,
Thompson's Grocery in Masc
Hall, Prather's Grocery
Shawtown, Elbert William
Grocery in Fremont and tl
Hornbeak Feed Store in Hoc
beak
The first cabinet meeting to
be televised was President
Eisenhower's cabinet or Oct.
25. Ism

...c.c..cocomr="xnr.c.c.axnaow.ce
.,P
,
'
TOWN & COUNTRY PIZZA HOUSE

Frankie Summers, Randy O'Conner and Allen Walker.
The student winning the sewing contest was Sarah Edring- \
ton
S
\
L
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U. S. Army Surplus
a
a
a
0
0

Alka Seltzer

SIMONS

th separate

holding legal title to tarmianas in
the county soil conservation
district are eligible to vote in the
election.

HOUSE BREAK--It's break time for these three young pages in the Kentucky
House of Representatives, but while two sip contentedly on cold colas, one seems
a little apprehensive about the contents of the open folder. Shown here, from left, , Located 1 Mile Sout.h of South Fulton on Martin Highway
are Evelyn Marston, supervisor of House pages, Sean Curry, 7, Frankfort, Sarah s Open Mon - Wed - Thur - Fri - Sat. 3 pm.- 71 pm,
zi
k Sundays 4 pm. - 9 pm. — Closed Tuesdays.
McBrayer, 5, Greenup, and Cynthia Lewis, 4, Benton. (Karen Tam Photo)

$2.09

Yd 25

1

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 24, 1972

KENTUCKY

Computer
Courtship
In Future

DRAPERY
iroperly

THE NEWS =

"
iOMARKETrn e

MSU Implementing Agency
For $7,000 Calloway Grant

701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton

Lotion, 9-oz; Reg. $1.29

89c
ANS DRUG CO
Lake Et.

Fulton

Values to $2.00

Children's Tennis Shoes
59c
Boys Western Jeans
Slims, Regulars, Huskies
3 Pair $5.00

Reg. 98c Yd. — Wash and Wear

White Material
77c Yard
All Womens and Childrens — Rea. $3.

Winter House Shoes
$1.50

P. N. HIRSCH a CO
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
- 8:30 - 8
Hours: Mom Hui: Thur. 8:30 - 6t

Kentucky Leads The South In
Five ROTC Students Emergency Medical Services
d At Murray
Page 2
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Fulton, Ky.

Honore

MURRAY, Ky.—Five fourth- ty, Gordon J. Rodell, Timothy
year ROTC cadets at Murray C. Stark, Gary D. Thompson,
University have been designated and Joe D. Ward.
"Distinguished Military Students" Col. Palmer A. Peterson,
military science professor, has
reported.
Peter A. Basler, Jr., James
J. Bryant, Roger L. Morgan,
Rodney M. Payne, and Clifford
FULTON, Ky.—Melvin Yates,
T. White were awarded special a prominent Graves County
'citations. The citations read, dairy farmer, of near Fulton,
"Displaying outstanding quali- has been named vice president
ties of leadership, high moral of the American Dairy Associacharacter, noteworthy academic tion of Kentucky at its annual
achievement a n d exceptional meeting in Louisville.
The meeting was attended by
aptitude for military service."
Each of the cadets is eligible 225 dairy farmers from across
the
in
commission
to apply for a
Kentucky.
regular U.S. Army.
Yates also serves on the
Cadets who received this hon- board of directors of Mid-South
or previously during the school Division of AMP!.
year:
The snowy owl lives in the
William A. Bryant, Orba L.
Carr, John P. DeWitt, Fred T. barren tundras of the AmeriHart, Jr., Howard D. Hughes, can, Asiatic and European ArcDavid L. Padgett, Michael Pet- tic.

Melvin Yates
Named To Post
In Dairy Group

By KARL HARRISON
Sun-Democrat Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
A "fact sheet" complied to support passage of a House bill upgrading ambulance service
shows that despite its woes Kentucky leads the South in establishment of comprehensive emergency medical services.
The report, circulated by Rep.
George Harris, D-Salem, shows
that Kentucky currently is complying with five of the eight
minimum federal standards set
for those who operate emergency
medical services.
The federal code is a component of the National Highway
Safety Act of 1966, but states
have until July 1, 1972 to meet
eight specifications.
Only two of the remaining
seven states in the Southeastern
State Emergency Medical Services listed have met as many
as three of the minimum stadards. One, Tennessee, has not

PUBLIC AUCTION

tract for ambulance service, and
charge • fee; and provides that
cities regulate services and Issue
franchises within their boundaries.
The time Is approaching, said
Harris, when Weal governments
will have to take over ambulance services because funeral
homes have operated suck services at a financial loss for
many years and will not so to
the expense of meeting the new
requirements.
Both Harris and Gravel stressed that the move to up-grade
ambulance service is a forerunner to the inevitable time
when local governments must
assume responsibility for ambulance service.
Graves said certain local governments such as in Carlisle and
Hickman Counties and the city
of Fulton, all in West Kentucky,
already have undertaken t h e
task because private enterprise
ceased to offer It.

complied with any of the requirements.
Harris said implementation of
all eight standards in Kentucky
would cost from 53-5 million with
a major portion of the initial
funding coming from federal
sources.
However, a continuation pro
gram would have to be picked
up by the state and local communities. Harris' fact sheet indicated that the bill introduced
by Rep. Billy Paxton, D-Central
City, and co-sponsored by Rep.
R a lp h Graves, D-Bardwell,
would enable local communl,ies
to develop programs "based or
need and ability to pay."
House Bill 414, which Grave!
classifies as "consumer protec
tion" legislation, establishes ?
state Advisory Committee on
ambulance service to oversee
along with the Department of
Health the operation of ambulances in the state.
The bill authorizes the Health
Department to issue permits to
qualified ambulance attendants
and for the operation of ambulance service; authorizes cities
and counties to provide or con-

Coin

Meters In 1880s

BALTIMORE — Coin-operated
appeared is
U'S
Su
In the 18808.
citiesmeters

HOL
RYER

27!

FRESH
GROUND BEEF
5- Lbs. Pkg.
Or More

7LB.

Check Circular For Coupons ---SAVE

G. D. Sims Farm Service
DRESDEN, TENNESSEE
Located One Mile East of Dresden Court Square on Highway No. 54

of land with approximately 528' of highway frontage.

This tract is improved with 2 year old beige colored strand steel metal building.
with central heat

This building has 2,000 square feet of office & retail display area
and air conditioning on natural gas (commercial rate.)
10,000 Square Feet of Warehouse Area,

Other

be
Improvements Consist Of The Following: — 7 - Room Frame Home which can

utilized or sold and removed from property. A 40' x 60' Frame building that was used as
the office

and

NO. 2—

A

1 Acre Tract known as

the G. D. Sims Grain Company, Inc. Grain

business improved with: — 2 - 20,000 Butler Bins — 2 - 5,000 Butler Bins — 2,800 Bushel
Per HR. Elevators — Dump Pit (slf cleaning). —

The above items to be sold along with

Grain Company as complete unit. Owner reserves

the right to offer

Together. Will be sold seperately: — 601

Tract 1 and Tract 2

2-

—

(600 be.)

Habco Batch Dryer

SALE

CHESTNUT GLADE COMMUNITY
11:01 A.M.
SATURDAY, FEB. 26, 1972,
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Florida (100's) Temple

Myers-

Grain Testing Equip

—

and 31' long — 5-Ton Truck Hoist,

PROLIX BUSINESS
be sold

This will

as a separate

consist of a 7 county franchise in
;I

unit

going business. This

a

and as

business

win

Kentucky (including Weakley, Henry,

Tennessee, and

Kentucky includes Fulton, Carlisle, Hickman County, Includ
Ford 2 Ton with 1,000 Gallon Pro—Lix Tank, Pump and Meter.
Gallon illto—Lisillterege Tank — 140 Pro—Lix Feeders on farm an outstanding bal-

Obion, Leke4or Tennessee:.
lid with this Is: — 1961

cc,- •

8,000

Here is a prosperous business within itself. It is already set up and going. All you have

and

to do is to buy the business
tioneers before sale

start working it. For more details contact owner or auc-

date.

INVENTORY & MISC.

•wromies.

2 TRUCKS

shelves)

Grass, Clover, Red Top, etc.)

Metal Storage Cabinet (floor model)

Metal Roofing &

Large Inventory of New
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MR. Or MRS. W. L. PHIWPS, Jr.
Rt. 3, Martin, Tenn., Ph0. 199-5113

Display Shelves, 9' long side

Large Inventory of Treated Wood and metal

Inventory of parts for new

Lime &

Leader

Inventory of

Hog

High

11 - Pax Hog Feeder,

10C
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40 and 60 bu.

New Hanson Saddle Tanks for

Tractor

SAIL DETERGENT

Balancer.

Tractors,

1969 Ranger

wet kit 3 axle on twin screw

International

A &P
49-oz.

590

21 Ft. Long, Equipped with Spinks

pressure hose

1964 Cab Over International

1962

13

(Family Pak)
18 For 79c

Set of Fairbank — Morse Scales, 50,000 lbs.

Bearings, Bushings,

and

Feed

equipped with

5,

Each

0•0110L 55555MIS
Cattle Oiler

air

Ford Pickup, 1/2 ton with

Catapillar 922 front

end loader

Ford 801 Tractor Front End Loader

Gas Tractor, 2 axle,

lime spreader

1 Lime or Fertilizer Bed
1 - 1965 Ford Parts Only

bed
1965 Ford 2 Ton Dump with new stock rack

Approxi. $2,000 worth of 100 x 20 truck tires

TRAILERS
1960 Tank

1964 Taylor — Anthony 22' Dump Trailer

Trailer, 5,500

gallon

John Blue Soil Applicator, pull type

1965 40' Grain Trailer

12 - NH3 Applicators, pull & 3 pt. hitch.
— SHOP EQUIPMENT —
Black &

Fanon intercom System

Decker Industrial Vacuum

Cleaner, like

new

i ndustrial Vacuum

Cleaner

like new

Cole Vise & Drill Press

2 - Office Safes

Metal Shop Table
Grease Gun

Warehouse Doilies
Gas Space Heater, 70,000
2 -

Small Refrigerator
Dr. Pepper Drink Machine, can

1. All Trucks

and

5 VI. OLI SOUEL NAtt

eammei. nem MIMI ••• OM.
MAINIIMI AO A MAYA MA.

Business will sell first Day.

Grain Company will sell second day. As much inventory as possible will be sold
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
second day.

first

em...a IMM

arear Twee& ref lasMSINN %An

MR.and MRS. G.D.SIMS, Owners
Dresden, Tenn., Phone 364-3183, Residence 235-3353
— For More Information, Contact —
AUCTIONEER

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
Marvin Alexander, 587-4568

587-3801

License Number 67

Wendell Alexander, 364-2155

eneess

MST It IIESISTENEO VALENS NOW]
someinirees ea• puha.••••• ITTISISM SALL

RAYMOND CAMPBELL, Omer
Pb. 901-47947111, It. 2, Smith Frits'', Toes.,

day, balance will be sold

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER,

PEACHES

A &P
2 1/ 2 CAN

3 for 141

GALA

A & P PINK

BTU

Heavy Equipment will sell the first day.
2. Prolix

398. OLD SELDOM

USUAL mem OM aS410.11•••TSST NUTU An MAMMA ns PONS MI MIT.11.6111.1
zr Slat! AL•1111111111Ar MINIIr.NUM TA Al •ATAL••••• INT MAL NI 1a15

Many Other items too numerous to mention

Building and 5 acre tract will sell second day.

$199

OLO RASE ••na'.4emeLt

SLACK RASE ismainnisen.n.intew SAY MARE
11100D IASI
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Mt MINIM
SALE ORDER WILL BE:

3-LB.
BAG

1.TOX
.
0 01
.
1.
3 TS. OLD STUD net.

Attachment, now

Oak.is Water Cooler and Heater
Royal Typewriter

894

4 91. 010 SLACK STIII:r".."

1100 010 NAMES IIATALOMOIR no.•••
=7,74rimiittn
•
RACK STUD '„,:::::::%

Acetylene Cutting Torch and Welder

1 - Olivet' Underwood Calculator

3 TS

MINSIATALT FILLIMAI
MOSIMOW. AT OM TININ

md. 100, good shape

COFFEE

TEA BAGS

SNOW NOISES INCLINE:

IS ALSO AN OPEN SALE!
THIS
T•ff AMA 0 M. SAMMALL.S.IMAM WI WILL MLA 110 •••••• TWAT All•

Kota Electro — Magic Steam Cleaner,

Typewriter Table

15 Of THESE ARE 1110011 MANES
TOT
•••••••• 010017 AMON 011110
MOM,MOS LiTTM 11•110 011
00.100
01010
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2 YEARLING FILLIES
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Filing Cabinet
Office Chairs

Attend the Raymond Campbell
Walking Horse Sale

I SLACK STALLION n

4 - Office Desks
Pullman

Ws.OA Ases
MLA ALL IS MAI NM IA=LIMATA•1111.1111.1111. 1111100/11I•Ln• vs. MI Orr
ma.
MAL MIA SALIM PALM MI MAIM sumo MASA=••000 MOIS MAS TO

25 Head Pledged To Absolute Sala to Highest Misr

1965 Frehatrfe Dump Trailer, 22'

— OFFICE EQUIPMENT —

SELLING AT AUCTION
SATURDAY, FEB. 26th, 10:00 A.M., 1972
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

Hi-Boy Crop Sprayer

good for parts
196$ Ford 2 Ton Truck with

8 O'CLOCK

OUR OWN

Registered Walking Horses

TRACTORS & TRUCKS
2

ORANGES

CABBNAGE

3 PTC. Grader Blade

assorted kind

Sleeves, Filters

59C

,0
.
SALT COMM

jtinitg'

New Trailer Sprayer

Fertilizer Spreader.

Large Inventory of American Brand Wire,

Large

Scoops, Bailer

Pambling — Mineral Feeder and face oiler
Pambline —

posts
Large

Nails, Corn

Twine, Lights, Black Plastic, Sump Pump

health

animal

and

Cattle Oilers,

•Mal MO
•
•
MEM.1 OMB
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Storage Rack, pipe

FOR

mom. ANIL BA

EIVIP*112

2 - Display Shelves, 16' long double side

.
,
Large inventory of herbicides, insecticide

25c

FLORIDA

MO Inane.,•TA

Large Inventory of Seed (Fesque. Orchard

Flexible Grain Spout
Lyon Bolt Display (7 rotating

2

2 TIMMS

10

ORANGES

-111•10ffe
men•ME.Oft NO min./
•- au.MALMO.I eelle•••••
IS Famed

PM NW IR Aube

ance of $3,000.00. New Prolix Tanks (these will be sold separate)y)

3 - LBS.

COMBINE
SR MLA ran
at
.
ole

2 - 8"Augers with 5 H. P. motors, 26'

—

mint, Moisture Testing Machine, Probe Scales

484

ac

2 years) with spouting and clamps. — 3 - Electric
/
Sherman Grain Vayors (used only 11
Motors — 1 - New 8" x 40' Auger (never used, 5 H. P. motor)

ONIONS

APPLES
B.
4
BAG

HAVE SOLD OUR FARM & QUITTING FUMING
U.S ILMITIMO ILION

storage shod. — TERMS available: Contact auctioneers before sale data.
TRACT

PUBLIC ,./

constructed. There is also a pole type

was

storage before new building

•

ea, meg. mar

REAL ESTATE
tract

TRACT NO. 1 — A five acre

YELLOW

WINESAP OR ROME

FARMING EQUIPMENT

Friday & Saturday, March 3& 4th, 10:00 A. M., 1972

TOWELS

SALMON

Jumbo Roll

If...

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AmetIolow

Off
MAIM L

fflIST !FINIAL
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1111-31101

NAM TENNESSEE

MMOOLL 4011•••••
1114-21111

50T4585
n,

WA•011.11,MOM MISIL

3/89C

LB.
CAN

79'
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FIT WADES
During this once-a-year event, most
Magnavox models are substantially
price-reduced: Save up to $151 on
Color Stereo Theatres.. up to $101 on
fine furniture Color TV... up to $102
on Stereo consoles ... up to $80 on
Stereo Component Systems Save on
Monochrome TV, Tape Recorders and
Radios, toil All have the built-in performance 6m1 reliability that have
made Magnavox a leader in the field of
finest quality electronics for over 60
years!

EF

okowiftil

;AVE

5c

SAVE101

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Feb. 24, 1972
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SAVE $51
...on this handsomely crafted
Magnavox Astro-Sonic
Stereo FM/AM Radio Phonograph that looks just as great
as it sounds.

...on each of these Total Automatic Color consoles!
Here, truly is color TV that is as magnificent
off as it is on! Beautiful breakfront styling
(with decorative doors concealing front controls) to enhance your home... and advanced
Magnavox features to bring you superb viewing. TAC is a complete electronic system that
lets you kick the TV tuning habit by automatically keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. No more jumping up to adjust
controls . . . and no more green or purple
faces. The Matrix Picture Tube has a black
substance surrounding each color dot—resulting in better picture contrast, brighter and

sharper pictures. And, the Magna-Power
Chassis uses predominantly solid-state components for improved performance and greater
reliability. See these Color TV values today!

Mediterranean styling—model 3673. Early American, Modern, Italian Classic. French Provincial, too.

YOUR CHOICE
OF THREE
AUTHENTIC STYLES

Contemporary—model 7182
Early American—model 3672. Modern, Italian Classic, French Provincial, Mediterranean styling, too.

Set

'ES
Early American—model 7184
Italian Classic—model 3675. Modern, Early American, French Provincial, Mediterranean styling, too.
Mediterranean styling—model 7186
Also save on remote control.

590

IC
French Provincial—Model 3674. Italian Classic,
Modern, Early American, and Mediterranean, too.

Radio Systei. model 1711 with 10-Watts
EIA music power and two highly-efficient
full-range speakers. Jacks for optionals
(phono or tape, headphones). G.reat
Magnavox sound. Hear it !

99

or $1

IK

Mediterranean styling—model 3426.
Contemporary and Early American styles are also available.

SAVE

5:)n FM /AM digital clock
radio model 1 ,o2 with illuminated radio
dial and flip-type clock, switchable
FM /AFC, wake-to-music and wake-toalarm controls, plus a convenient AM and
PM 24-hour alarm set. See it now!

NOW $9995

Solid-State Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph
If you've always wanted a Magnavox, but thought you couldn't afford one
—come in now and see how wrong you've been! Although modestlypriced, quality isn't sacrificed. This Annual Sale value offers you 15-Watts
EIA music power, two 8" Bass Woofers and two 5" treble speakers, plus a
precision automatic player. Even record storage. And, it's as pleasing to
the eye as it is to the ear. See it ... Hear it. . and SAVE I

SAVE $51 NOW $248
Open 8: am to 5: pm
Mon. Thru Sat.

SAVE
s
tridge Player

on 8-Track Stereo Carodel 8869, with frontloading, Auto Program Changer, Continuous Play, Track Selector button and
track indicator. Cables, too. Easily connects to your console or music system

WADE TELEVISION

YOUR CHOICE OF
FOUR STYLES •

NOW $328

The best of two worlds— uncompromised sound
(Magnavox has been making great sounds for
over 60 years) . . . plus exquisite styling. This exceptional Annual Sale value has 20-Watts EIA
music power, two high -efficiency 10" Bass
Woofers, two 1,000 Hz. Exponential Horns, plus a
Micromatic record player. Even record storage and
provisions for optional tape equipment. Also save
on Color TV, other Stereo Consoles and
Component Systems, Radios, Tape Recorders and Monochrome TV.

Parking

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Feb. 24, 1972
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MAYFIELD BUSINESS REVIEW
BARTON'S
Ph. 247-3131
106 East South
MAYFIELD,KY.

SMITH'S SUPERMARKET
BAKERY 247-3850
&
g
Phone

Montgomery Ward
Phone 247-7600
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
MAYFIELD,KY.

Barton's is known as one of this area's finest stores for
men. Conveniently located at 106 E. South, Mayfield, Ky.
This store features many famous brand names of clothing
and furnishings.
econoThis prominent store takes pride in being able to
the
mically clothe the men and young men of Mayfield and
surrounding areas The sales personnel at this store will help
you in making your selections and will have many helpful
mersuggestions. They handle only reliable and quality
chandise and offer a personal service that makes it a plea•
sure to deal with them. Among their nationally respected
brands — McGregor Sportswear, Knox Hats, Jarman Shoes,
Manhatten Shirts.
Barton's is one of the most complete we have seen. Why
not do as so many of your neighbors do about the clothing
needs of the men in their families, send them to Barton's.
you.
Any member of their sales staff will be happy to serve
Por weddings—Proms or any occasion where formal attire
is needed, phone or visit Barton's.

9th & Farthin
MAYFIELD, KY.
Robert H & John Smith, Owners & Operators
The Finest in Pastries - Specialising in
Party & Birthday Cakes.

Lawrence Holt, Manager
and have
Montgomery Ward & Co. stores were founded
merchandise and
grown on the principal of high quality
this area by the
Customer satisfaction. We are served in
Shopping Plaza
Very fine store in Mayfield, Ky. at Mayfield
ry Ward
Many residents of this area make Montgome
Mayfield, Ky. because
their headquarters when shopping in
service for which Montgomthey enjoy the pleasant friendly
ery Ward is famous.
by reason of their
They have available or can obtain,
organization, albeing a link in the vast Montgomery Ward
car, farm or fammost any item you might desire for home,
raising the standard
ily. They have assisted materially in
We are indeed fortunate
of living for American families.
one of their outlets in our
that they have seen fit to locate
located in Mayfield.
shopping area. Even before the store
many mail order cusKy. Montgomery Ward boasted of
s values they had to
tomers who realized what tremendou
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
offer. Shop Montgomery Ward at

DRIVER MOTOR CO.
Phone 247-3272
Paducah Rd.
MAYFIELD, KY.
Chrysler - Plymouth - Sales & Service
Dodge Cars & Trucks L- Move up to Chrysler

Dodge offers substantially more
Chrysler, Plymouth and
price. Reports are that they are
their
at
anything
car than
built, and they certainly are
the finest cars Chrysler has
test drive a Chrysler or
the most beautiful. Go in and
Co. in Mayfield and look at the
Plymouth at Driver Motor
trucks.
full line of Dodge cars and
for your car or truck
They also offer a complete service
car like a Driver Motor
and remember, no one knows your
is equipped to give you a
Co. serviceman. Their shop
authorized parts are
complete service and only factory
are employed, to keep
used and factory trained mechanics
in good running condition.
Your present car or truck
are furnished on request.
Estimates can be relied upon and
You will find you can deal
Get their prices and compare.
Mayfield, with complete conwith Briver Motor Co., in
new car or one of their
fidence, whether purchasing a
be arranged to your satisclean used cars. Financing can
and get acquainted with a
faction. Pay them a visit soon
address is Paducah Road,
'give-wire" organization. The
in Mayfield.

well
Smith's Bakery and Supermarket, located at Mayfield is
and for
known In this vicinity as the borne of delicious pastries
graced
please have
all your grocery needs. Their pastries that
in
many party tables in the Mayfield area. They specialize
and party cakes.
birthday
weddings,
special orders covering
Quality
Their business has grown steadily and their
thru-out both the market and
has been continously maintained
the bakery.
one of
Smith's Bakery is proud of their reputation as
are equally
the foremost Bakeries in this area and they
high Quality
proud to acquaint new customers with their
bakery goods and complete grocery and food line. They would
the next party
with
to
helpyou
be happy to have the opportunity
celebration. Just call 247-3850, or stepby at Farthing in Mayfield, and give them the order. They will take care of all the details. They are well qualified to do so.

Mayfield Livestock Market
Phone 247-3586
MAYFIELD. KY.
Joe Stewart, Joe Skaggs, Billy Dunigan
We Handle All Types of Livestock
at 1 p. m.- Hogs Bought Daily.

Fulton Rd.

Livestock
Throughout the many years that the Mayfield
always been
Market, has been doing business, they have
dealings and ofmost fair and honest in their livestock
valuable market
fered the farmer and stock raiser a
company is confor purchasing and selling livestock. This
' welfare
stantly concerned with their farmer customers
are able to offer in
and they are proud of the service they
the selling and buying of livestock.
this valued
Courtesty and accomodation are features of
Can rely on
and essential company. Farmers know they
prices are honest.
the services they offer and know that
industry, and
The farm and the farmer are the livestock
foundation
Mayfield Livestock Market, strives to keep that
but also,
prices,
of
strong, not only from the staodpoint
and
they save the farmer considerable time in the buying
selling of his livestock.
buyFor personal attention to your livestock selling and
of this service in
ing, we suggest you take advantage
Mayfield.

FEDERAL LAND BANK
ASSOCIATION
Phone 247-3650
302 North 7th
MAYFIELD,KY.
S. C. Hamlett. Manager
"Providers of Plenty"
Vor more than fifty years farm families have known
that the best way to borrow for long term farm purposes
s through the farmer-owned Land Bank system.
In county after county, state after state, many successful farmers and ranchers have looked to the Land Bank
for a firm financial foundation for farming.
In the past 54 ?Pars, the farmer members throughout these
counties have seen their Federal Land Bank Association
grow in service and building financial strength through the
accumulated earnings and the investments of its members
who are the farmers, themselves. Farmers, both as member stockholders and board of directors, operate the local
association. Farmers have found that the credit service
of this organization is filling a definite need in the financing of their farm programs and operations.
Because of its sound and conservative management and
-due to the fact that it is totally farmer-owned, the Federal Land Bank Association is able to offer a sound and
constructive credit service to farmers in the territory
which it serves.

Norman Davis Tax Service
Phone 247-1977
.Stovall.Bldg.
MAYFIELD, KY.
Complete Bookkeeping Service & Tax Preparation — For over 30 years.
to fill out tax
Tax bills and the bookkeeping necessary
minds of all this
"forms accurately are upper-most in- the
t obligation to the
time of year. To fulfill the governmen
requires a
Satisfaction of federal and state inspectors
particular work.
:thorough training and experience in this
Service in May'
In this we recommend Norman Davis Tax
held.
equipped not
Norman Davis Tax Service in Mayfield is
but to see that you
only to fill out such forms accurately,
t rule. They
gain the advantage of every clause of governmen
due, and no
believe in paying all the tax that is honestly
more than is due. They are experts In this field.
continue on
After the tax deadline each year they
s
.
for farmers,
ihrough the year with bookkeeping service
more important
businessmen and individuals. No work is
to any Amerithan accurate boolckepeing. It is to no avail
margain Of gain
can to work for a profit, only to lose the
bookkeeping. Why
through errors or lack of knowledge in
with your
don't you phone 247-1977 and let them help you
Building
book work problems? They are located at Stovall

D & W Auto Supply Inc.
Phone 247-2373
MAYFIELD, KY.
Auto Parts & Supplies - Wholesale
Paul Atkinson & Buddy Tankersley, Owners
and Operators.
North 7th

MayWhen D and W Suto Supply, Inc. started business in
men, mefield, they saw the need for supplying garage
replacechanics, and retail outlets with a quality line of
ment parts, accessories, and other supplies.
a lively
up
With this thought in mind, they have built
supplies
trade throughout West Kentucky, furnishing these
of the
wholesale. As a source of supply, they have some
leading names in parts and accessories.
n is
Because of the large trade they enjoy, satisfactio
station
a "must" with them. The garage men, the service
with the
operators and the retailer have been well pleased
Auto Supply,
service and supplies they get from D and W
Inc.
and
This company is locally operated by Paul Atkinson
areas
Buddy Tankersley, who will continue to serve these
see what
with the finest parts and supplies. Drop in and
a "live-wire" organization can do. They maintain a comof
capable
plete supply at all times, and the personnel is
helping you.

TUCKER'S REST HOME
Paducah Rd. On Hiway 45-N Phone 247-3259
MAYFIELD, KY.
Georgia Tucker, Adm. — State Approved
Class 1 - Fireproof Bldg.. Doctor on Call.
24 Hour Personal Care - Recreation Facilities.
Tucker's Rest Home located in Mayfield is dedicated to the
operboarding and,gare of the aged and Invalid., This home is
the
ated by Georgia Tucker, who works in conjunction with
n
Retardatio
Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health and
for
program
activity
supervised
a
Center offering at the home
those able to participate; a dance once a month to which they can
invite friends, painting, quilting and other craft classes.
Volunteer workers are needed. Psochiatric nurses in attendance 2 full days a week. Murray State University nursing
training here.
students are getting part of their psychiatric
Tucker's Rest Home offers good service and nourishing
food, and accomodations for both men and women. The very
finest of eauipment, large rooms that are well furnished and
in keeping with the program. Mrs. Tucker believes in keeping
her patients busy, active, healthful and happy.
You need have no worries about your loved ones entrusted
to the care of Tucker's Rest Home. They are given the best
of care and personal attention and kind treatment. Visitors
are always welcome.

Far Lands Travel Agency
Phone 247-1289
127 South 7th
MAYFIELD, KY.
Tickets for Domestic & Foreign Travel on
Airlines - Steamship - Railroad - Tours Cruises - Groups - Free Information & Travel
Literature. No charge for our services.
ar Lands Travel Agency, is devoted to travel service.
With the facilities and information at their command, the
Far Lands Travel Agency can direct or plan a trip for
you anywhere in the world, whether you desire to travel
by air, steamship or rail.
Far La.ids Travel Agency can relieve you of every
detail of your trip, from the time you leave home until
yitti return, including such details as reservations here
resorts. They also
alid abroad for hotel accommodations arid
confirm and make out tickets on the spot.
A trip or vacation can be such a pleasure if planned intelligently and properly by a reputable travel agency. We are
of
indeed fortunate to have at our disposal, the services
such an agency. Travel circulars, schedules and information are available upon request, free of charge.
Whether a well seasoned traveler or a "first-tripper,"
you will find the services of this Travel Bureau indispensable. Phone them at 247-1289, or drop in and talk
with them.

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Phone 247-8443
606 South 6th
MAYFIELD, KY.
Mgr. John Schwach
Finger Lickin' Good" —
"It's
—
Great for unexpected guests — Office Lunches — Parties — Athletic Groups — Buy It
By The Barrel or Bucket.
Catering Service To Groups - Parties
This is the home of the famous Colonel Sanders' KenThis
tucky Fried Chicken, at 606 South 8th in Mayfield.
chicken is perfect for picnics, parties, church groups
yourself
and social functions of all kinds, You can save
for
hours of preparation by calling 247-8443 and order
any size group. You can pick-up without delay.
buckets
boxes,
Your complete dinner is packaged in
for
or barrels and they offer a discount on large orders
groups and a complete catering service.
Kentucky Fried Chicken Is "finger lickin" good and draws
lovers of good food for many miles around. It is grown
in a neighboring state and prepared at 606 South 6th in
Mayfield, by a special process that makes it truly delicious,
This is a modern cafe and you will find a friendly
courteous service. Stop in on your next trip to Mayfield,
and remember their catering service for that next party,
They are open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.-7 days i week. Call them
soon.

STORE
PERRY'S SHOEPhone
382-9194

Henhouse Beauty Salon
LYNNVILLE, KY.

Perry's Shoe Store at Lynnville, Kentucky, has been serving
smartthis area with quality footwear, has skillfully blended
ness and economy without sacrificing quality for price.
who
and
value
shoe
s
For the family who appreciate fine
wants a shoe that is smart and still easy to wear, Perry's
Shoe Store is the place to shop. This store serves as a
service store, where proper fitting adjustments and the important little services make you shop with confidence. A
of helpwell trained sales staff, who are ready and capable
friendly
ing you with your footwear problems, makes this
store.
many
For Women, Men and Childrep this store features
nationally known brands of footwear.
have done
Why don't you do as so many of your neighbors
and make Perry's Shoe Store at Lynnville, Kentucky,
headquarters for shoes for the entire- family. Also visit
their Beauty Shop, The Henhouse Beauty Salon.

GROOMS & CLARK
Termite & Pest Control

W. B. Venable Construction
Company
Phone 247-5484
1018 Paris Rd.
MAYFIELD KY.
Bill Venable, Contractor - Commercial - Industrial Institutions - Residential - Warehouses - Stores - Remodeling - Franchise
Dealer for Cuckler Steel Buildings - For Business - Industrial and Farm Use.
When the word GENERAL CONTRACTOR is applied
its full
to W B. Venable Construction Co., it takes on
a comsignificance. This well known contractor offers
known
is
that
plete building and remodeling service,
to many residents of the West Kentucky area.
Whether you plan on remodeling or if you plan on
starting from the ground up, Bill Venable, can handle
complete satisfaction. Phone him at
job to your
the
247-5484. Estimates cost you nothing. We think you'll
be pleased with the prices, which are consistent with
the type of work done and are easy on today's strained

Phone 247-4974
Route 3
MAYFIELD. KY.
Free Estimates — Licensed & Insuled by
State of Kentucky
We wish to call our readers' attention to Grooms and Clark
Termite and Pest Control of Mayfield, Ky., who devote their
time and effort to the extermination of termites and pests for
residents and business firms in this area. They are licensed
by the Kentucky State Board.
Since this firm has been in business they have many satisfied customers in the Mayfield area and all surrounding towns.
This service is performed only by trained operators, which is
your guarantee of complete satisfaction.
Aside from the efficient service in the elimination of termites and pests of all kinds, they serve to protect the health
and sanitation of the community in whichthey do business. The
owners, Carl Grooms and Nell Clark, are to be complimented
on this valuable service to the community and we trust our readers will avail themselves of the service of this company. —
If you see any indication of pests or termites, you should call
247-4974 or 247-5790 for inspection. They maintain reasonable
rates and all work is guaranteed, licensed and insured.

COLLECTION & CREDIT
y
Bureau of Graves Count
408 N. 6th

budget.
Mr. Venable is a contractor with the "Know-how" and
experience to offer new ideas and plans that will make
of
your rooms sing with new life. For an all round job
contracting and building, we recommend the service of
Bill Venable.
Mr. Venable is the Franchise dealer for the Cuckler
Steel Buildings. These steel buildings are adaptable for
business, industry and farm use. Phone for estimates
and information.

C. W. SHELTON
Real Estate & Auction Co.
MAYFIELD. KY.
730 Paris Road — Phone 247-1385
Real Estate- Residential - Farm - Commercial
24 Hour Service — "Auctions With Action"
Terry Clymer,Joel
Operated by C.W. Shelton and associates,
auction and realty company
Nosier or Joan Milburn this reliable
have conducted throughout this
is famous for the many sales they
Many farmers and
estate
area and for their dealings in real
with this company a happy
property owners have found dealing
your dealings with them
.oxperience because they strive to make
No sale is too large or too
fair, honest and profitable for you.
service. Auctioneering
small for them to give you a modern
respected types of selling and
most
and
oldest
the
of
one
is
dependent upon the skill
the success of any auction is entirely
the sale,
and integrity of the man conducting
their business and service
An auction gets action. Selling is
al seris their obligation. The next time you need a profession
and Auction
vice of this nature, consult C.W.Shelton Real Estate
247-1385.
at
Company. He can be reached in Mayfield, Kentucky,
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Member of Credit Bureau Reports, Inc.
Associated Credit Bureaus of America
Credit Bureaus of Kentucky .
For a complete credit service we recommend the services
ColleRtiqp *credit
trpof Maxik
of Apt ritiu
"An
*, •
.
s_.
Buitle
finer
Tandy
they
la. Motto antrbeclaiPA
in'
Sent
they
the
reputation
gained
have
they
kept this fact in mind,
have In this section.
The Credit Bureau of Mayfield and Collection oloo Credit
Bureau of Graves County is a member of the Association
Credit Bureaus of America, and the Credit Bureau Reports,
They offer local and national service , specializing
Inc.
in retail and professional accounts. •Their service doesn't
cost-it pays'.
They are able to handle a large volume of work and no
Job is too small or too large for them to handle. Yes-there
is a difference in Credit Bureaus. Their record speaks for
them with authority.
In this business review we wish to recommend the Credit
Bureau of Mayfield and Collection ots Credit Bureau of Graves
County to all who might have use of their services. They
also offer a service in budget counseling and debt adjusting.
Dscover for yourself the advantages of using an efficient,
dependable credit and collecting service. They follow-thru
to final conclusion the handling of retail and professional
accounts. They are proud to he members of Credit Bureaus
of Kentucky.

Highway 45 North —
MAYFIELD,KY.

Gene T. Mangrum, Owner
A Roof For Every Building
Commercial — Industrial — Residential
Over 10 Years Experience.
Attention to details and adherence to specifications have been
the qualities that have contributed largely to the success of Man grum Roofing Company. Thiscompuy ls under a capable management, Gene Mangrum, who is thoroughly familiar with all
types of roofing construction. Estimates of cost, when asked
for, can be relied upon and materials are always of the highest
quality. Specialties of this firm are roofing, guttering and
downspout work. No job is too large or too small for them to
handle and only cornpefent men are employed to handle the work.
For anything in roofing work at a cost reasonable for the type
of service performed, ma,recommend the services of Mangrum
Roofing Company.

Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College
Phone 247-8521

Mid-Continent Baptist Book Store
512 N. 15th

MURRAY,
11-day Dedici
has been a
School of Ft
State Drayer'
inaugural ye
ty's new Pri.
Center.

Credit Bureau of Mayfield
Phone 247-5832 or 247-5834
MAYFIELD,KY.

ING CO.
MANGRUM ROOF
Phone 247-6383

501 N. 15th

De
Sc]

Phone 247-6507

MAYFIELD KY.
Call or write for information — Audio Visual
Aids — Church & Religious Books &
Literature — Commentaries.
Store
In conjunction with the Mid -Continent Baptist Book
Street in Mayis the Bible College with offices at 502 N. 15th
O.C.
Rev.
of
direction
the
field. The Bible College is under
with a major
Markham and is a four year college, accredited
and gainin Bible. Many graduates of this school are happily
and would
fully employed in religious and educational capacities
school
the
which
with
be most happy to point out the efficiency
and reliis operated. Instructors are well qualified in Bible
course.
gions academics to give you a complete accredited
Phone 247-8521 or write for imformation.
Ky., is
The Mid-Continent Baptist Bookstore in Mayfield,
service and
fully equipped and well qualified to redder every
every supply for the church and Sunday school.
certainly
Under the direction of Rev. QC. Markham, who is
supplies, they inwell qualified to help you with your religious
the proper
vite any of you who have any problems in selecting
supplies to come in.
store; Bibles,
To mention a few of the Items carriedat their
supplies,
religious cards, stationery, Sunday school record
books and background materials, and church supplies.

SMITH & EDWARDS
Construction Company

Phone 247-8614
502 N. 11th At Lee
MAYFIELD, KY.
Calvin Smith and Ted Edwards, Owners
Excavators — Roads — Ponds — Drain Field
Work — Basement — Land Clearing.
Over 25 Years Experience
Smith So Edwards Construction Co. are specialists in excavating, road Po, pond work, grading, ditching, land clearing,
and drain field construction. They are also equipped to do
a complete job in driveways, streets, sewer lines, ponds
and basements.
Their professional engineering background assures you of
a job well done. Their services and equipment are geared
for all types of large contracts as well as smaller jobs.
They take great pride in the part they have played in our
industrial progress and they look forward t o many more
years growing and serving the Kentucky-Tennessee area.
We are happy to include them in our Business and Industrial
Review as a major contributor to the industrial and economic well-being of our community. As members of the community, they are pledged to offer skill, responsibility and
integrity.
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A&B
HEATING & COOLING
Phone 247-5151
323 South 12th
MAYFIELD,KY.
Cecil Alderdice and Al Bellew, Owners
Featuring Lennox — Whirlpool — Fedders
Day & Night Heating & Cooling Equipment.
In this climate, one of the home owner's best friends is the
man who installs, repairs and, services your heating equipment and air conditioning equipment. That is, men who are
actually qualified engineers. For, with properly installed
heating and air conditioning equipment you should be able
to relax anywhere in your home, no matter how miserable
the weather may be outside.
We feel that we are rendering a distinct service by recommending A 8, B Heating and Cooling in Mayfield, Kentucky.
They can explain to you how to have clean, circulating air
in your home, engineered just for your home or business
and this is a 24 hour service.
We suggest you let them estimate your work now and not
be left waiting . Call them for heating or air conditioning
problems of any nature. Estimates cost you nothing.
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Dedicatory Arts Festival
Scheduled On IVISU Campus
been serving
nded smartfor price.
alue and who
ear, Perry's
serves as a
and the linnfidence. A
able of helpthis friendly

MURRAY, Ky.,
— An
11-day Dedicatory Arts Festival
has been announced by the
School of Fine Arts at Murray
State University as part of the
Inaugural year for the university's new Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Scheduled to open with a concert by the 25-piece Brass Choir,
the festival will feature students
and faculty members in a variety of programs. The 11-story
center, named for the man who
served as the music department
chairman at the school for 27

years, was formally dedicated
Dec. 5 of last year.
'Ilia is the biggest fine arts
event of the year in West Kentucky," Dr. Joe Prince,• dean of
the School of Fine Arts, said,
emphasizing that with the exception of three events all Of the activities are open to the public at
no charge.
The Brass Choir, under the direction of Dr. Wayne Sheley, will
inaugurate the festival with an
8 p.m. concert In the recital hall
of the Fine Arta Annex on March

March 8. This will be the
"Grande Bal de Beaux Arts,"
sponsored by the Art Department. It Will be an evening of
exhibits, dancing and entertainment.
Scheduled to be held on the 4th
and 5th floors of the Fine Arts
Center, the ball will be a masked affair, according to Trend
Sandyfk, a member of the art
faculty who is in charge, although a costume will not be required for admission.
"Costumes must be either
black or white, or a combination
The following evening at f of both," he said, "and prizes
p.m., participants in the Murray will be awarded for the best
Eighth Annual
State Opera Workshop will pre- costumes observed."
sent "Don Pasquale" by DonThe first Drama Department
iezetti in the Richard W. Farrell Recital Hail in,the new cen- production, "S k i n of Our
ter. Henry Bannon, an assistant Teeth," to be staged in the uniprofessor of music, is the di- versity's new 350-seat theatre
on the first floor of the new cenrector.
On March 4, an exhibition of ter will be presented at 8 p.m.
works by members of the Art for three consecutive nights.
Department faculty will be March 9 through 11. It, too, will
opened in the new Clara M. carry a nominal admission
Eagle Gallery in the center. The charge.
At 2:30 p.m. March 12, the
exhibition will be up through
Munich Chamber Orchestra from
March 23.
At 3 pin. March 5, John C. Germany will be presented in
Winter, an associate professor of cooperation with the Murray
music, will present an organ Civic Music Association. Admisconcert in the Farrell Recital sion to this event will be re
Hall, playing the university's stricted to members of the asnew 35-rank Casavant pipe or- sociation and Murray State students upon presentation of their
10 Bulls
60 Females ganMarch 6, at 8 p.m., the 85- identillication cards.
kreic. use bulls, co"
'
4 piece Symphonic Band and the March 13, the Phi Mu Alpha
craves. Bred cows and heifers. 42-piece Wind Siofonietta will "Men of Note" will present an
present a concert in the Univer- 8 p.m. concert of jazz music in
For further information city Auditorium. Paul Shahan, the University Auditorium.
The final event of the celebradirector of bands at the univerContact Sale Manager • will direct.
tion will be presented March 14
On March 7, the University at 8 p.m. when approximately 50
John G. Rudolph
Choir and Orchestra, under the students from the Drama Dedirection of Robert Bear and Leo partment will present a dance
aphy
Balir, will present a concert in ensemble featuring ohoieog,
the
the ballroom of the Waterfield designed to fit eras "from
Miss
Student Union Building, begin- Greek period to 'Hair'."
director.
Nancy Gordon is the
ning at 8 p.m.
The festival, perhaps the most
One event for which there will
comprehensive fine arts prowill
charge
and
be a nominal
gram ever presented at Murray
be open to the public is schedTil.phon.615483.8815 uled
State, also will be one of the
for Wednesday evening,
many events planned at the university for 1972, the institution's
Golden Anniversary year.
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JOINER'S RESTAURANT
Benton Road — Phone 247-9239
MAYFIELD,KY.
Good Food At Low Prices

Those interested in attending
the dinner meeting and show at
UTM should make reservations
through the UTM center Cost of
the event is $5

Paperback reprints of the more
expensive hardback books
permit people to read them at a
fraction of their original edition
price and a book by a Martin
resident is one of the newest
published in paperback.
"Writing Right -- To Sell," by
Professor Carl H. Giles of the
University of Tennessee at
Martin, has gotten the paperback
treatment from Award Books
Inc. The popular book on how to
write factual stories for
magazines was first published by
the A.S. Barnes and Company of
Cranberry, N.J., and is still
available from that publisher for
$5.95.
Several beginning writers have
credited the Giles book with
helping them make their first
story sales. The book also is being
used by some schools of journalism as a textbook. Critics

writers.''
Mr Giles has written eight
other books and hundreds of
magazine stories
"Writing Right -- To Sell" is
available on many newstands in
the paperback edition and also
may be ordered from Award
Books Inc., P.O. Box 2080, Grand
Central Station, New York, N.Y.,
for 90 cents, postage paid.
Mr. Giles' latest book, "The
Picture Story of a Wonderful
Year," is still being praised by
35
than
More
critjcs.
metropolitan newspapers have
reviewed the volume and one
bookstore has listed the book on
its best-selling list of titles

I service by recomMayfield, Kentucky.
lean, circulating air
r home or business
r work now and not
g or air conditioning
ou nothing.

ATHENS — The Greek economy has expanded rapidly in the
last few years, with the gross
national product growing about8
per cent a year.

Service Contracts and Quarterly Inspection available.
Large or Small Equipment. We hay*
the capability to repair or replace as
needed.

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

have called it both a manual and /
a guide.
(Service Depart.)
According to Mr. Giles,
STREET,
"Writer's Digest Magazine has 119 MORRIS
listed the book among its
references
for
beginning

Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

MITCHELL 300
reel, built
to, lost a lifetime!
With extra spool.

spinning

ZEBCO KIT
33 reel filled with
Dupont stren line.
.Matching Zebco 2-pc.
rod

ALL PERSONS having claims
against the estate of Laura
Weatherspoon are notified to
file their claims, verified according to law, with the undersigned at the address given below no later than June 9, 1972.
James H. Amberg
Hickman, Kentucky
19.100Mg '11A.X, returns Prepsred; 38 years experience
Call John W. Bostick, 207 Third
Street, Raton; Phone 4724647.
9

trays, crush proof,
polypropylene, assorted colors.

3

room home, 401 Forrest.
dale, South Fulton.
See
or call owner.
472-2501
day or 479-1438 night after
6 p.m.

BE AN AVON REPRESENTATIVE! It's an easy way to
make money and have fun in
your free hours. Ciall 898-2708
or write Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.

It

VOUS
CHOICE
SPINCAST ROD
GLASS
SPINNING ROD
2-PC. GLASS
ROD
* 2-PC. GLASS WORM
-PC.
1

Micro adjustable drag,

double chrome roller
pick up, machine cut
gears.

Phone 247-4567
West James St.
MAYFIELD,KY.
Top Quality For Over 39 Years

best friends is the
our heating equipat is, men who are
properly installed
you should be able
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Greek Economy Gains

GARCIA

.•

There is something about Joiner's Restaurant that sets it apart from other eating places and makes it highly satisfactory.
*ENT Wheelchairs, crutekes
The extreme care and thought that goes into the preparation of
and ether Vonvalescent aids at
the food, the personal supervision by the owner, the serving
CTrY
SUPER DRUG 4013 take
and arrangements, all create a restaurant to be visited often.
Fulton, Ky
You'll like the surroundings and you'll like the food. It is
temptingly delicious and prepared under the personal supervision of the owner, J.C. Joiner.
2%
61 acre farm, about
Here the food is personalized, not commercialized. Joiner's
miles from town. BlackRestaurant in Mayfield is popular not only with local resitop road on one side. With
dents but with all surrounding territory. Many who make
gravel road on 3
sides.
trips through this area make it a point to stop at Joiner's
Road all way
around.
Restaurant in Mayfield to dine. Why don't you make it a
Good land, see or call
habit?
owner. 472-2501 day
or
479-1438 after 6 p. m.

Truly Pure Dairy is a very essential member of this area's
industrial components and we are happy to include them in
our survey of firms to which we recommend our readers.
It is their policy to serve the community and surrounding
areas with the very best in Truly Pure Dairy Products. These
in the store or at your door and at
products are offered
prices consistent with quality. They offer a full line—Homogenized Milk, Buttermilk, Cottage Cheese, etc. They are as
near as your local grocery.
This company handles only the finest and their reputation
with homemakers is a source of pride to them and they intend to justify this confidence by furnishing the highest quality
at all times.
Truly Pure Dairy has served this area for many years
and has contributed much to the community in which they
carry on their business and we recommend their products
to our readers, without hesitation.
Always include Truly Pure Dairy Products when you visit
the local grocery.

NEW YORK—Over the past 15
the number of individualle owned U.S. businesses and
farms has increased from eight
million to nine million,

Ice Machines Air Conditioning and heating
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration

TRULY PURE DAIRY
w, Owners
1
Fedders
g Equipment.

More Self-Employed

The world's most
solidly engineered

043 MUCH. . .
tor so LITTLE...
**********
Only 50 per word
to reach
8,500 Homes I

Phone 2474543
408 E. Broadway
MAYFIELD. KY.

First Federal Savings & Loan Association has been encouraging thrift and home ownership in this area since 1893.
It has often been said, *It's not the money a man earns which
takes care of his old age but that which he saves.* In providing an incentive to save by attractive dividends, the First
Federal Savings & Loan Association is helping each individual to provide his own personarsiacial security.
They maintain a service of consultation on your financial
problems.
You not only get safety for your savings but
also an investment service.
You are invited to go over your financial problems with
the officials of the Association. Sound investment has been
responsible for the confidence of the investor. You can depend upon the advice, information and real service offered
by First Federal Savings & Loan Association. sDon't wish
for it--Save For It,'

the nation's worst concentrated
problem with the disease, says
Dr. Eugene Fowinkle, commissioner of public health.
"In the past year," Fowinkle
said, "It has been necessary
Archie Campbell. star of
for about 150 Tennesseans to television's "Hee-Haw" and
take the very 'painful antirabies performer on the Grand (lie
Opry, will present a show at a
shots."
dinner meeting to be held Feb. 28
And the problem is getting At, the UTM University Center.
Campbell's appearance will be
worse," the state commissioner
said. "I am appealing for coop- in behalf of the West Tennessee
Easter
Seal
Society, an
eration because I consider this
problem to be an urgent one organization he is serving as
campaign chairman this year.
and a sienificant one."
Campbell will spend the entire
Fowinkle called the rabies day in West Tennessee,
beginning
problem in wild animals, espe- with a breakfast meeting in
cially fairies, a "major public Jackson to be followed by inhealth crisis."
formal receptions at Humboldt,
But he stood firmly against a Trenton, Dyersburg. Reelfoot
bounty campaign to reduce the Lake and Union City.
Campbell will pay an afternoon
fox population such as has been
started in Warren and DeKalb Oak to the new Easter Seal
Center
for the Handicapped on
counties by local officials.
the UTM campus,followed by the
"The bounty approach simply
dinner meeting at UTM.
does not work," Fowinkle said.

The average family income in
Hong Kong has risen more than
60 per cent in the last five years
to $158, a census showed.

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
Interest on Savings — Consecutive Dividends
Since 1893.

NASHViLLE, Tenn.
Tennessee is second only to
Kentucky in the number of rabid wild animal cases and
Middle Tennessee may have

"It is dangerous."
Fowinkle said the best method found to reduce the fox population and thereby reduce the
spread of the deadly disease is
through a controlled poisoning
campaign.
"If a delay occurs," said Fowinkle, "the entire fox. reduction program of this multi-county area and our fight to reduce
the rabies program will be
jeopardized.
The delay Fowinkle said may
make it impossible to break the
rabies cycle.

SPINCAST REEL #4440
Positive pick up...
star drag...complete
with line.

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE •
UNION CITY, TENN
STORE HOURS MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM
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$1
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145
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TOMATO

80
,CANS$

24 oz. LOG CABIN

850

Free Hungry Jack
Pancake Mix Attached
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MEAL MIX
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1(1 MILKGAL.
1/2U.
PARKAY
3 GATORADE
70PEPPERS
LETTUCE 290ORANG
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PACKAGE
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SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
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CHOC CHIP

-

12.oZ. PKG.

494

12 oz.
CAN
F°F

MARBEL STICK

LBS

PETER PAN

16 °Z CAN

CORN

AUNT

JEMIMA

SHOWBOAT

LB. BAG

8-0Z.CAN

10

MR. CLEAN

CANS

KING SIZE GO-CAR
ON

PARK

TUBNERS OR SWIFT'S

BOTLE-
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S. NO. 1

KRAFT

LBS.

LG. 80-SIZE TEMPLE
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EXTRA FANCY

Florida
Finest
OrangesH

3202.-

39°JSSEfS

FANCY BELL

VINE RIPENED

2 FOR

EAC

THIS AD GOOD THURS. FEB. 241h, THRU WED. MARCH 1st, 1972

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

I

STOKELY'S

SEE
STORE DISPLAY

THIS WEEK'S TREASURE
CHEST WINNER

FOR

VIVA PAPER
BIG ROLL

DOWNY
FABRIC
KING SIZE

Seven Valuable Kitchen
Appliances
in
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UNLOCK OUR
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PORK LOIN
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CHUCK ROAST
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SLICED QUARTERS

LAKE BOLOGNA
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DLSHWASHING
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STEAK
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MERIT
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LIPLA
SOUP
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TISSUE
SAUSAGE
PICKLES
SALTINES
LIQUID
BREAD

CATFISH
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U. S. CHOICE

Thursday, Feb. 24, 1972
FRESH - WATER FROZEN

KUE
Hamburgers Fo Chickens 69c PORK

Sandwiches 5F0$
ROAST

Ky.

12-0Z. PKG. 494

11

SHOW!

SLICED BACON

Lb. 5k

BARBEclJE

1
3
3
3

69C

PLUS
=7

SLAB

ROAST

1.‘Ult°n

REELFOOT

SLICED BACON ,HOT DOG—FRANKS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

WHOLE OR HALF

SLAB BACON
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PE.W.JAMES SONS
# "MAXI-SAVINGS"
SUPERMARKET
WE RLSERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES

DOUBLE
QUALM' STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

